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CB Radio
is here

at last!
It has taken a long time but CB Radio is here.
STOP' ... Don't jump to conclusions, we're sorry but
we're not talking about legalisation, we're just blowing
our own trumpet, but you have guessed it was a wind up
to attract your attention haven't you?'.
Of course that means the browser will flick through a
few more pages and put us back on the shelf, but then
we're not here for the browser. The more serious CBer
will look at what we offer and shell out his 60 pence in
the hope that he will be better informed.
Perhaps I should explain for the benefit of our new
readers. CB Radio Magazine started back in May 1980,
it was and still is produced by breakers for breakers.
Some of the material we have covered and indeed will
cover is known in the trade as sailing close to the wind.
For this reason we found some doors closed or at least
darn right awkward to open. However time heals all and
with the arrival of other magazines with a lot more pull
than us came the opportunity for us to sit on your
newsagents shelf.

The best magazine?
We must be honest and forget any ideas of blowing
our own trumpet further. The choice as to which magazine
the CBer or enthusiast will prefer must be left up to him.
If you have read this far you've probably made that
decision or else will have to soon, as the shop assistant
keeps eyeing you up and down and waits for you to
quickly grab a top shelf mag, stuff it inside this one and
with a red face nonchantly purchase both.
But back to CB, no stop looking round at the shop
assistant, you may have noticed that our intro is lighthearted even jocular.
Guilty, as accused, but then as CB is illegal you do
need something to laugh about other than the Government and CB.

The Present Situation
Now we come to the crunch, CB which in case you
don't know and qualify as just an interested party, is the
first letters of Citizens Band.
Citizens Band Radio started in the States in the late
fifties, it is a public two way radio system that ;s both
cheap and easy to install and a doddle to use.
In the States the frequency used for CB is 27 MHz,
that frequency is also used here in Britain, but not
legally. At present it is an offence to either install
apparatus capable of transmitting or to acutally use that
apparatus to transmit. Yet possession is not an offence.
For more background information on this subject see
this issue, page 42, 'The Law and You'.

A quick apology
Regular readers will have noticed that we're babbling
on about arriving yet they have been reading us for
seven issues. So we must offer you our apologies and
promise to get back to being our normal self. (Total confusion).
No seriously we held over coverage of the Birmingham
and London demonstration purely because of our new
readers. We know it wasn't cricket but sorry, it just had to
be. Keep with it and if there's anything you don't like,
write and tell us.
Finally to all readers may I wish you a good month and
keep lobbying your M P for CB. I don't normally sign off
this column at all but as I do not refuse to say Break
Break, unlike someone I could, but won't, mention.
Breaker Break 10-10.
Stay clean.
THE ENGLISHMAN

THE NEXT DEMO IS ON FEBRUARY THE 14th AT
SPEAKERS CORNER TO No.10-TRAFALGAR SQ, AND BACK TO
SPEAKERS CORNER FOR A RALLY ORGANISED BY THE NORTH
COTSWOLD CLUB.
WE WANT YOU
2

TO DEMONSTRATE
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The Birmingham
and London
Demonstrations
Two totolly different demonstrotions for CD.

Firstly we must point out that coverage
of bolh demonstrations could have been,
and indeed should have been in the last
CB Radio, January Issue 7. However
having said that we make no excuse for
holding the articles over, save for the
reasons already explained in our introduction.

Birmingham is invaded
again
When it comes to CB demonstrations
the past has shown that Northerners are
enthusiastic and generally. nay always,
produce a good turn out. On the occasions
when a London demo has been arranged
it is normally given backing by the USA
(United Breakers Association). This is a
London based organisation with members
and affiliated clubs throughout the country.
Hence these London demonstrations receive a good turnout from clubs all over
Britain, yet strangely enough in comparison very few London Clubs produce a
good show of faces at London demos.
Northerners have noticed this lack of
London club support especially al demonstrations on their own patch and take
pride in their own demos especially when
the numbers top a thousand.
One huge banner that can be seen at
practically every demonstration within a
days drive of Birmingham is the 'South
Birmingham Citizens Band Club'. This
time they had decided not to rug the
banner all over the country and being
crever organised a protest march to legalise CB in Birmingham itself.
The route was to be reasonably short
and ending in a rally with guest speakers.
We arrived and found a forty foot articulated lorry plastered with 'Wye Forest
Breakers' and a demand for legal 27
MHz, the driver intended to lead orfollow
the demonstration, however the police
persuaded him that it would be impractical
to drive a dirty great unit with trailer
through the town.
Instead the march was lead by a Corvet
Stingray and a few CB 'personalities' or
should we say spokesmen? Councillor
Richard Town was there with Andy Donovan ('Disco One' UBA President) and
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tagging along behind them was James
Bryant of the CBA (Citizens Band Association). Following the march was an assortment of CB vehicles and of course the
odd accessory dealer.
Roger Taylor of the South Birmingham
Citizens Band Club Quoted the turnout
as around three thousand, the police
estimate to us was just over 2,500. So
now picture if you can the centre of
Birmingham with some two and a half
thousand banner carrying CB'ers all chanting for 'CB Now'.

ripple of laughter rose from those who
had noticed. The laughter faded and was
replaced by applause to the comments
of Government feet dragging when it
comes to legalising CB.
To some it may seem like preaching to
the converted, but CB'ers do need encouragement, for many it seems like the
Government is back pedalling all theway
and every day delay brings them closer
to a possible bust of up to £400.

The Best Yet
The image you should now have is one
of total chaos forthe shopper and motorist.
The route was as we have said short and
after a good march and a show of strength
the breakers began to congregate on the
steps of the circle, centred by a fountain
and flanked by two statues.
Watt & Priestly, the statues, looked
down on the banner carrying breakers as
they were addressed by the organisers,
little knowing or caring that they had a
part to play in the demo.
The organisers handed the roud haler
10 Disco One, who received a warm
hearty cheer as he announced the turnout was the best he had ever seen.
Richard Town proclaimed that the NCFL
(National Committee for Legalisation of
CB) was still fighting forCB and that they
had prepared their own preferred specification which they would be giving to the
Government.
This raised a cheer, although in retrospect few would have cheered if they
had realised the proposals were for 41
MHz and not 27 MHz. Richard continued
with a plug for the record 'CB Independence' which is heralded by the NCFL as
their campaign song. However the crowd
now grew restless having heard on many
occasions of its alleged banning by the
BBC and of the records plight. Now itwas
the turn of Mr Whatt, to participate in the
CB demo. A breaker scaled the statue
and planted a banner in its hand. Soon
after this Priestly was also joining in with
a conveniently placed placard and James
Bryant's words were lost to some, as a

Priestley joins In Ihe demonstration.

The London Convoy
Originally the intention was for around
twenty five cars to escort a legalise 27
MHz CB Petition to London. Here it
would be handed in at No. 10 Downing
Street and hopefully Mrs T would notice
it and act.
However the news soon spread and
other clubs heard of the intended convoy
and soon the UBA were also involved in
arrangements. The police were asked
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The Birmingham and London Demo
for, and gave, an escort up from Southampton and permission for the convoy to
proceed through London with police con·
trol was also granted.
The Southampton convoy was going to
travel up the M4 10 London via Heston
Services, now as the WLBC (West London
Breakers) are based near Heston, they
arranged 10 summon up a few hundred
club members to join the convoy there.
The day dawned and with it came the
breakers, by mid day Heston Services
had over two hundred cars awaiting the
arrival of the convoy from down south. As
the ETA for the lead car drew close, the
airwaves were humming with life and via
one channel came the report that the
convoy was now over 3 miles long and
arrival was imminent.
A white Triumph was at the head of the
column as they pulled into, and completely
filled, the services car park and truck
park.
Every single vehicle was plastered with
legalise CB demands and all looking
forward to getting underway for the final
stretch. The start was slow and was
intended to coincide with a second convoy from the Midlands that was rumoured
to be over 7 miles long and already
underway to central London. However
as it was later rumoured this convoy was
turned back by the police as it was too
large to be allowed into London. This
remains un-confirmed by us, as we met
one or two Northern vehicles who had
arrived earlier and knew nothing of such
a convoy.
Either way the impact of an estimated
700 cars bumper to bumper with headlights on approaching Knightsbridge was
enough to gain attention. Although surprisingly little coverage appeared in the
National Press (but then we are also
guilty of holding coverage over).

scheduled, the remaining breakers decided to drive around a few more times
and block the traffic as much as possible.
Now here we should be fair and point
out that Australia had a similar but much
larger demonstration which totally blocked
Sydney and proved to be the penultimate
demonstration which gained legalisation
on 27 MHz.

Blocking off the bridge at Westminster
the police forced all CB vehicles to 'U
turn', hence keep them back on the
opposite side of tile river, persistent cars
were headed away at the roundabout
before being able to come back into
London again and thus the demo was
dispersed.

With this in mind the 'loud manner' and
persistence on driving round and round
was intended by most breakers to create
a parallel to the Australian demo. However, someone hadn't told the police that
was the intention of the demo which was
just as well, for I spoke to several officers
who claimed that had they known the
intention, arrests would have been in
abundance.
Soon with all the CB demonstrators
cruising back and fo'rth, traffic was at a
standstill. Police officers now began to
take a strong and forceful attitude having
had quite enough and one or two drivers
were quickly reprimanded.

Successful?
That question should really be left to
history, if such demos are ever recorded
and analysed. Of course those that took
part will have formed an opinion probably
that the demo was enjoyable!
!::3ut whilst the days events may have
done no good for CB and CBers in the
public image, one thing is sure, London
demos get a better turnout if cars are the
mode of transport and demonstrating.
Perhaps Americanism has crept into more
than just the lingo.
JOH

A Little Out of Hand
Police motorcycles still flanked the
lead vehicle and although police were
posted at most major junctions, the convoy still had to observe normal traffic
regulations.
This played a considerable part in splitting the whole convoy up and almost
losing some vehicles that went off route.
Some people felt frustrated at the considerable separation that merging with
London traffic caused. Perhaps it was
this frustration that left some deciding to
make more of an impact by sounding
their horns, waving and shouting and
generally gaining the public attention in
what was later termed, 'a loud manner',
one letter written to a national paper
termed the action as irresponsible. But
the police had been prepared for a slightly
loud manner for as the traffic approached
Trafalgar Square, constables were flagging down CB demo cars andwarnfng that
normal driving regulations applied.
Later that evening police tempers were
not to be quite as cool. For after reaching
Parliament Square, driving around five or
six times and parking up to accompany
the petition which had actually been
handed in fifteen minutes earlier than

·4

The Police Mcon woltlng for me reS! of the convoy ro arrive.

\

Vehicles gathering for me convergence on London.
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CB Radio Mag. SPECIALOFFER
THE CB SONG
£1
.20
inc. P.+P.
The CB Record that has been banned
by the BBC and the IBA?
A Record produced by CBers for
CBers. Intended to support the
cause. See Issues 3 & 6 CBRM.

CITIZENS BANNED
T-SHIRTS £2.25 inc.P.+P.

FULL LENGTH 100% COTTON
PRINTED WHITE ON BLACK
TRADE & CLUB PRICE ON QUANTITIES OVER 10- 90P each
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Club Spot
Falkirk and District
Open Channel Club
We are a newly formed club, we have
weekly meetings at which there is an
ever growing membership and an abundant interest in our local area.
Secretary F.D.O.C.C.

Bristol Breakers
Our club was formed on the 26.9.80
and in that short time we have out grown
our first venue which was at the Waggon
and Horses in Slaplaton Road. We have
now moved to larger premises at the
Bartonvale Social Club, Barton Road off
Midland Road, Old Market, Bristol.
We have plenty of social events such
as Treasure Hunts, Fox and Hounds, and
a Barbeque. In the coming weeks we
have organised an Oriental evening Golden Oldies, Country and Western an
an Auction, etc. At the moment we have
300 members which is increasing by at
least 40 members per week. We have
adopted an orphanage and presented
them with a colour TV at a birthday party
we held there, we also held a firework
display lor them.
Our meetings are held every Friday
evening from 8 o'clock onwards and any
visitors are most welcome, so get yourselves a convoy and visit us.
Please will you be kind enough to stay
clear of channels 20-24 when in our area
"Hospital Paging System".
10-10 till we write again.
LOVE MACHINE, Secrelary!Treasurer
CRAN KSHAFT, Presidenl
GRANDAD, Chairman
We down we gone, Bye bye.

The Jolly Rodger Club
The Jolly RodgerClubwas formed four
months ago in Fife. Having been christened
'airwave pirates' by the Press, we decided
to adopt the .Jolly Rodger as our name,
and the Skull and Crossbone as our
emblem.
Our membership now stands at over
200 and our main aim is to have fun on
CB, exchange information and generally
put CB on the map in this area. The club
is mainly social and we recently held a
Fancy Dress Halloween Party at which
we handed over £260 to our local hospital
radio network, which like so many others
is in need of support, due to Buzby's
intentions of increasing their landline
charges. As a result of this we received
publicity in the local press and Radio
networks, we gained 50 new members
and we hope we also helped dispell the
popular 'Gnome Office' theory that we
are a shower of criminally insane yobo's
out to bring chaos to the emergency
seIVices.
Our latest project is a regular club
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magazine in which we announce all the
local CB news from a births, marriages
and busts column to the latest in local
club activities.
For any visiting breakers our club
channel is 12 and we're always interested
to meet breakers from outside our own
area (which we have christened Hazard
County). We meet regularly at a variety of
Barley Pop shops but to find out the
exact location, shout for a JRC Breaker
on channel 12 and arrange an eyeball.
Alllhe 73's.
10-10 Breaker gone.
MOON SPINNER

Bury CB Club
The Bury CB Club was formed a tew
months ago and has over 90 members.
We meet every third Sunday in the month
to discuss the latest news on the CB
front. We have our own club T·shirts
which everyone wears with pride. Our
local MP supports our cause and gives
us his help.
SHADY LADY (Secretary)

Delta Echo Club
The Delta Echo Club covers the areas
of Bedford, Cambridge, Peterboro' and
into the fens. We're now 150 odd strong
and have a monthly meet. Buzby take
note we all go clean!
Catch you passing through on 19 or
23.
Breaker Break.
SUPERSCOUSE (Secretary)

Cheltenham Breakers
(District) Association
The C.B.D.A. has now been in existence
for six months. During that time we have
grown from the original thirty or so breakers
who sat down at my home one evening to
almost 400 members from most walks of
life. We include doctors, firemen, ambulance drivers, a vicar and even 'Buzby's'
and H.O. employees. We have held discos
and a treasure hunt and wilt be holding a
party for some of the handicapped children
in our area. We hold monthly committee
meetings with all members present (if
possible) and about halfway through the
month an 'eye-ball' at a local hotel. We
are a fairly united club with only the usual
small amount of dissenters. During our
six months we have reached a decision
on what subscriptions we need to pay in
order that the club can support its membership and now hope to keep this figure for
the next year, or until CB becomes legal,
(which we all hope will be very soon).
Along with most clubs we have attempted
to make the views of our members known
to the Government by writing to MP's
and replying to the Green Paper on a
large scale.

We have begun to liaise with our local
radio controlled model club and in fact,
wishing to make a gesture of good faith
to this club, we have moved our breaking
channel from 14 to 21. We have contacted the emergency services in this area to
find out whether we have in fact ever
caused any interference to any of them.
Most of these groups have replied in the
negative. We would be pleased to see
any breakers who may be passing through
this district, if they contact the club at the
address below we can arrange to give
out details.
Breaker Break.
OCTOPUS (Secrelary C.B.D.A.)
Cheltenham Breakers (District) Assoc.,
6b/6 Pittville Crescent,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.
Telephone 024225428

Outer City Breakers
We are situated between Steel City
Spire Town and Dukestown. At present
we have 109 members although it was
originally intended to have 104 (that's a
big 10-4 . The club is run by 2+2 Secretary Freedom Fighter, Assistant Secretary and Petrol Cap Chairman plus three
committee members.
The club meets every Tuesday night at
the Fairways Inn, Birley, Sheffield. Visitors
are welcome if accompanied by a fully
paid up member. We have a raffle at
every meeting and make the prizes as
interesting as possible, as well as being
useful to all breakers.
This is Freedom Fighter knuckling
under. So keep your Greasy Side Down,
I'm pulling the big switch.
10-10 we down, we gone.
FREEDOM FIGHTER

Worth Valley Breakers
Club
The Worth Valley Breakers Club was
formed on the 1-11-80. At present we
have 80 members but we are growing
every week. All the usual activities are
pursued. We also intend to make as
much noise as possible to push this so
called Government into legalising CB.
Although there are only 80 members in
the club there are some 2 or 3 hundred
breakers in the area.
At the moment we don't have a permanent meeting hall but we hope to obtain
one soon. We meet once a month, the
first of every month. But there is an
eyeball held every two weeks in the
'Bockling Workings' Mens Club', it's run
by a different set of breakers but everyone
is welcome and you are assured of a
good night.
Anyone wanting details just give a call
on 1-9 and ask for 'Base Car Willy' or
'Ratchet Jaw' or 'Vu lean'.
BOSE CAR WILLY
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If yDU are a distributor, retailer or wholesaler please contact US! We will supply you with the
equipments which will completely satisfy your demands. We are the specialists for CB radiocommunication and professionals as well as for VIDEO equipments. Our stocks contains more than
5000 various articles for CB, HAM and VIDEO friends. We supply to more than 4000 distributors,
dealers and wholesalers around the world.

WHY NOT TO YOU?
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COME AND JOIN US!
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WeststraBe 1 - Showroom' ErwinstraBe 5 - Stock' Phone: (07138) 5091/5092/7401/8266
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Friendly Advice
for Emergency
Monitors
Exlraets from the Emergency Services Radio Procedure Instructions.
As a member of REACT UK, and as one who works
very closely with the statutory Emergency services I had
very mixed emotions when I read of the UBA's THAMES
monitoring service. Whilst the idea is definately a step in
the right direction, I know from experience that to have
an untrained operator receiving emergency calls can be
a little dangerous in itself, especially when multiple
accidents or large fires are involved, as incorrect,
garbled, or inexplicit information relayed to the statutory
emergency services can actually COST LIVES.
Firstly, and most important, however much we enjoy
the American CB Slanguage and Red·neck accent YOU
MUST TALK CLEAR, CONCISE ENGLISH WHEN INVOLVED IN A 10·33. May I respectfully offer the
THAMES MONITORING SERVICE extracts from the
Emergency Services Radio Procedure Instructions.

The Standard Radio Procedure is as
follows:a) Radio Transmissions should be kept uniform so as to
prevent misunderstandings.
b) The type of speech used should be clear and consistent.
c) Messages should be kept simple.
d) Certain rules apply in respect of repetition of all or
part of a message, and similarly for any spelling.
e) The phonetic alphabet must be learnt and used as
required,
f) The 24 Hour clock system must be learnt and used as
required.
g) Certain standard phrases should be used.

Radio Transmission
This must be kept uniform by all persons involved in
emergency operations. Sometimes transmissions are
difficult to receive because of shadowing due to the
position of the vehicle at the time. Moving the vehicle a
short distance, for example, away from buildings or a hill
might make all the difference.

Type of Speech Desirable
Speaking on the Radio should embody four constituents to produce the quality desired, these are:Rhythm: Natural speech has an automatic rhythm
which makes it sound intelligible. This should be the
same over the radio, but so many people make the
mistake of speaking word by word, DON'T DO THIS.

8

Speak concisely in short complete sentences which
make sense.
Speed: The rule here is not too fast, but not too slow.
Speak steadily and at a medium pace. If the message
has to be written down, it should be passed more slowly.
Volume: Speak very distinctly, not too soft, not too
loud. Speak every word clearly, and do not let your voice
fade at the end of each phrase. Speak with your mouth
close to the microphone at all times, but do not shout
into it.
Pitch: High pitched voices are usually clearer than low
pitched ones. Try to keep the pitch of your voice
constant.
SO REMEMBER - R S V P

Code Words and Phrases
WORD OR PHRASE/Meaning

REO
Engaged in an emergency situation.
REPORT
Location and Destination required.
ROGER
Message received and understood - action will be taken
where appropriate.
OVER
Message finished and awaiting a reply.
OUT
USEO BY CONTROL/BASE STATION ONLY: Signifies transmission to a particular vehicle is finished, and Control/Base
Station available to other callers.
STANO BY (or WAIT ONE)
Answer not immediately available but will be transmitted as
soon as possible - stand by at your present location.
SAY AGAIN
Message not understood - please repeat it.
CORRECTION
Cancel last word or phase and substitute - If an error is
immediately realised say "correction" and give correct
words.
MESSAGE FOR YOU
This Station/Control has a message for you.
MESSAGE CORRECT
As it says, just used for verification.
REAOY - OR GO AHEAO
Ready to receive your messa.Qe.
FIGURES
Figures follow - used before actually listing figures, eg
House Numbers etc.
I SPELL
Letters follow - Use phonetic alphabet and say the first
letter of each word followed by the word itself: Example-C
B RAOIO
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Figures
To distinguish numbers from words pronounced in a
similar manner, the codeword 'Figures' will be used.
Rules for pronunciation are as follows:-

This would be transmitted:-

C - Charlle
B - Bravo
R - Romeo

Figure Spoken as

A - Alpha
D - Delta

o

I-India
0- Oscar - C B Radio

I SAY AGAIN
Used before repeating word.or message back.

1
2
3

4

READ BACK

ZERO
WUN
TOO
THU-HREE
FOWER

Figure Spoken as

.,

5
6
'~r

8

9

FI-YIV
SIX
SEV-EN
ATE
NINER

Repeat this messsage back to me entirely.

WILCO
THIS PHRASE WILL NOT BE USED.
CLOSING DOWN
Used by a mobile station when going off the air usually
location is also given at same time eg Closing down home
station.

DO YOU READ ME
Used by operator when calling for a report of how he is
heard. On demand of Control/Base "How do you read me"mobiles will reply accordingly:Strength 5 - Loud and Clear.
Strength 4 - Clear but lacks volume.

Numbers will be transmitted digit by digit, except that
multiples of a hundred are spoken as "Wun Hundred",
"Too Hundred", etc.
E.G.:-

Number

44
90
136

500
1478

Spoken as:Fo-wer Fo-wer
Niner Zero
Wun Thrhee Six
Fi-yiv Hundred
Wun Fo-wer Sev-en Ate

Strength 3 - Distorted.
Strength 2 - Poor, generally unintelligible.
Strength 1 - Intermittent signal - usually occurs on fringe
areas from transmitter.

Established Contact
When a Control/Base Station wishes to contact a
Mobile the initial call is made as follows:VEHICLE CAll SIGN - CONTROL CALL SIGN - VEHICLE CALL SIGN - OVER.

If a vehicle initiates a call it will be made as follows:-

Accepted Radiotelephone
Abbreviations
LIMA LIMA
E.T.A.
E.T.D.
R.T.A.
R.T.B.
R.T.
EKCO DELTA

Land Line (Telephone)
Estimated Time of Arrival
Estimated Time of Departure.
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
Return to Base/Control
Radio Telephone, or reference
thereto
Explosive device.

Phonetic Alphabet
(N.A.T.O. Coding)
Letter

A

B
C

D
E

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

o
P
Q

R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

Z

Phonetic
Equivalent
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLlE
DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INDIA
JULlET
KILO
LIMA
MIKE
NOVEMBER
OSCAR
PAPA
QUEBEC
ROMEO
SIERRA
TANGO
UNIFORM
VICTOR
WHISKY
X-RAY
YANKEE
ZULU
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Pronounced
AI Fah
Brah voh
Char lee
Dell t~
Eck ho
Foxs trot
Golf
Hoh tell
In dee ah
Jew lee ett
Key loh
Lee mah
Mike
No vem bah
Oss cah
Pap pah
Keh beck
Roh mee oh
See air rah
Tang go
Youu nee form
Vik Tah
Wiss key
Ecks ray
Yang key
Zoo Loo

CONTROL CALL SIGN - VEHICLE CALL SIGN - CONTROL CALL SIGN - OVER.

The purpose of the first phrase is to alert the receiving
operator and prepare him to receive the call. It is
therefore desirable that a short pause should occur
after the phrase.
Once contact has been made in the foregoing manner,
it is unnecessary and time wasting to repeat call signs
throughout the transmission of the message, but the
word 'over' must be used to indicate that the speaker
has finished and is awaiting an immediate reply. Unless
the need arises to pass a 'Priority' call, mobiles must not
attempt to call Control when the Radio Operator can be
heard speaking to another mobile. A mobile caller must
normally await the word 'out' before opening communications. Should he hearthe word 'Over' hewill know that
further conversation will follow, and interruption should
not be made.

Concluding Transmissions
Transmissions will normally only be conducted by the
Control/Base operator who will indicate that the message has been received and understood as follows:"ROGER (MOBILE CALL SIGN), BASE OUT"

Conclusion
Irrespective of terminology and slanguage used on
other Channels CLEAR CONCISE ENGLISH must be
used when dealing with a 10-33, as many slang words
and phrases can have double meanings, and can cost a
life if correct details are not received by the Emergency
Services.
Of course there are other rules and directions for an
Emergency Monitor Stations, and I will deal with these
in a forthcoming article. Just one final tip to Monitor
operators - a Log of all Calls is essential, and WRITE
DOWN EVERYTHING RECEIVED ON THE AIR but
above all - KEEP COMPLETELY CALM.
Good Monitoring THAMES, hope you all will join
REACT when Open Channel is established.
THE MEDICMAN.
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National
Ten Four
Day
CB Radio Magazine is arranging "The 1981 CB Show".
Interest in Citizens Band Radio has been growing
now for well over two years. It is, however, true that this
interest has only started to escalate in recent months.
With more media coverage of CB and of course Government announcements on the subject of possible legalisation, CB is now becoming a much talked about
subject, not to mention written about.
As the first British CB mag we feel it is about time
British CB'ers had their own day. Hence 10-4 day which
as any quick thinking CB'er will realise is the 10th of
April, (the fourth month) hence 10-4.

So fellow CB'ers there's going to be a lot happening at
CB Radio's "CB Show", with every conceivable accessory
and a selection of different rigs on sale; this could be the
show to save up for. We are going to/persuade all the
exhibitors to give you a fair deal with some special "CB
Show" offers that could be hard to beat elsewhere.

*

Subjecllo availability.

The 1981 CB Show
The show will be a three day event opening on Friday
the 10th of April and closing on Sunday the 12th.
There will be almost every conceivable aspect of CB
present. From OSL cards through to rigs themselves,
naturally unless there is a remarkably quick turn round
by the Government these rigs will be 27M Hz, inoperable
save for an illegal solder job. Talking at which there will
be a draw each day and the first prize will be a side band
rig of this nature, which naturally will be purely for show.
The winner will be able to take it home and put it on
display with his other ornaments and wait for legalisation,
which we all know could be a long wait.
However for those not quite as patient I am sure one
or two enterprising CB accessory retailers will have rigs
on display, again legally imported in kit form or partially
assembled as monitors"
Being sljgli~ly chauvanistic there is also a Miss CB
1981 competition with a first prize of £500 arranged by
Suicide Jockey, so clubs 'or individual younp I dies
wishing to enter. should drop us a photograph 00 snap
shot aJld a contacl adgress or phone no. owl

Is that a four!
The Exhibition, Show or Eyeball, requires your enthusiastic support. No we're not going to ask you to arrange
it all for us. But we are going to give you an incentive to
come from far afield.

*
*
*

*
*
10

Clubs can get a group discount of up to 90% olf the
admission fee.
There will be a prize for the CB'er who comes from
furthest away (a side band rig)
There will be a Beauty Contest, "Miss CB 1981 ".
A free CB sticker with admission.
And a free drink, alcoholic of course.

An accessory dealer with

Q

couple of legally Imported rigs.

For Information
If you want to know more or wish to apply for your club
discounts phone or write to:
CB Radio Magazine Ltd.
Brifish Breaker Productions

Tudor Works
Hayes, Middlesex
01-561 5778
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Antennas and
Transmission on
CB FreQuencies
by F.e. Judd. FISTC. MIOA, Assoc. IPRE. - Part 4
Since writing the first of this series of articles I have
had the pleasure of talking about antennas with many
CB operators, particularly. from around the county of
Norfolk. A question asked of me repeatedly, is, why is it
not possible to achieve greater working ranges locally
on 27MHz, particularly with mobile operation. Well the
reason, although basically simple is nevertheless rather
difficult to explain and possibly for the lay reader to
understand. Readers are therefore respectfully referred
to my previous articles in CB Radio which may help with
better undertstanding of the following.
Most base station antennas currently being used rely
on what is known as the ground-plane effect, and which
applies also ro mobile antennas. So we must first
examine and understand this.
In both theory and practice a quarter-wave antenna
492 x 0.95
for 27MHz which would be
divided by 2
27
equals approx 8.5 feet, would require a ground-plane
several hundred yards square to achieve an operating
efficiency approaching 100% which means that virtually
all the power applied to such an antenna would be
radiated on a plane parallel to ground (see Fig. 1A).
What happens w~h a typical mobile or base station
antenna with a small radial ground-plane is this. The
effective ground plane area provided by the average
motor car, or even a large truck or coach, or in the case
of base station antennas by a number of small radials, is
only a tiny fraction of what it should be. As a consequence
practically all the radiation from such' antennas goes
straight up, vertically. Only a very small amount, probably
in the region of 2 or 3% for mobiles and about ,0% for
base station ground-planes, travels outwards parallel to
ground i.e., in the direction most needed.
Take another look at the diagrams in Fig. 1. (A)
represents a quarter-wave antenna (vertical) with an
infinite ground plane having perfect conductivity. Radiation is maximum in directions parallel to ground, or if
you like along the ground. This would of course be the
ideal situation for all mobile to mobile or base station
local operation and for that matter OX operation as well.
(B) and (C) illustrate that about 90% of the radiation from
all typical27M Hz mobile antennas goes straight up and
from base station ground planes at an angle far too high
to be useful and remember, the natural antennuation of
radio waves over a ground path is relatively high and
this too is another loss that cannot be afforded.

12

~/4 antenna

Max level
of radiation
100%

Ground (infinite)
Fig. 1: CA) A "perfect" ground plane anlenna hasJow angle radiotion and 0 high
degree of efficiency.

Max radiation

Only about 2 or 3% of
total radiation is
~arallel to ground

Ground
CD) Radiation from 0 typical mobile anlenno is concentrated In 0 skyward

direction and consequenfty wQsred.

Maximum
level of radiation

-::::::.:::~:-.=-~~ Only 10% of lolaf
radiation is parallel
10 ground.
MAST

CC) Radiation from 0 typical base station ground plane. Most of rhis is wQsted at
high angles.
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Tests carried out on many different CB mobile antennas
have proved qUite conclusively that adapted car radio
types and those known as 'disguise' antennas have the
highest losses of all and are therefore, the most inefficient.

relatively low angle for OX working, each case being
largely determined by the height above grou·nd.
A vertical 27MHz dipole is therefore, highly suitable
as a base station antenna but because of its length,
approximately 17 feet, it is hardly practicable for mobile
working. Free space antennas also include coli near
arrays of dipoles and beam antennas which in addition
to being highly efficient also have power gain (see part
3, issue no. 7 CB Radio).

The longer and more fully resonant antennas e.g. OV27,
K27 and similar types are a little better although real
efficiency with these is little more than about 10% by
comparison with a full quarter-wave antenna above an

infinite ground plane. This means that only about 10% or
less of the power applied to such antennas is actually
radiated in the direction most needed - straight out
along a path parallel to the ground.

What then can be done to improve on existing low
efficiency ground-plane and mobile antennas. Nothing
can be done to such antennas themselves. The answer
is to adopt the free space principle and get radiation

As an example if you feed say 10 watts of power to any
typical mobile 27MHz antenna it is most unlikely that
more than 1 watt or so will actually be radiated toward
the station (fixed or mobile) you are in contact with.

down to much lower angles. First take a look at fig. 2.
Mobile (A) is using a conventional ground-plane type
antenna e.g. OV27, K27, disguise or whatever. As the
bulk of radiation is going skyward, the mobile (B) at a
distance X is getting no copy or at best very weak copy.

Antenna Efficiency
So what then represents an efficient antenna? The
most efficient single element antenna is the "dipole"
and because it is a fully resonant antenna it will radiate
almost all the power fed into it in a required direction (in
all directions around it when vertical). A dipole at 27 M Hz
is also a FREE SPACE antenna but to behave very
efficiently it must also be used at a certain height above
ground and in a clear situation. It can be made to provide
(a) maximum low angle radiation i.e. along a path
parallel to ground or (b) radiation at a specific but still

Now in fig. 3 mobile (A) is using a free space antenna
and nearly all the radiation from this goes out parallel to
ground. As a consequence mobile (B) at an even greater
distance X gets good copy. (Don't try 10 buy a free space
antenna for mobile operation because there are none-

YET). Most mobile antennas at present on the market
are ground plane types of American origin and designers
over there have apparently not given much consideration
continued over ...

WITH NORMAL TYPE MOBILE ANENNAS

-.-_._.

__ .__ ._-.-_. __ ._-._-. __
Weak signal

I~.--------------Distance

X miles

._.

__ . __

._,-,

MOBILE B

-----------------...1

Fig_ 2: Illustrates why ground ranges with mobiles ore very limited wiTh antennas 01 present available.

..

MOBILE A

4

..

l'

-~~

::::---.. =:

-'l'

~

Low angle

~~~~:~t~;
I.

MOBILE 8

WITH "FREE SPACE" ANTENNAS

'

.

Strong 5'gnal

,~, '~_u...

. "==',
A/;==="!='"
\,,",,,

~=(Q)'\J

.....~_ _l B : . ~
Distance X miles increased by factor of 2

.1

Fig. J: low ongle radiarion from 0 "free space" type antenna will 1'101 only give wong copy 01 conventionolgfound distances bUT will Increase range by otleosr a foetor of rwo.
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Antennas and
Transmission on
CD Frequencies
by the writer) known as The Big Jim 27. This is shown in
fig. 4 and has made 10-4, wall to wall copy between the
UK and Australia, USA, South Africa, and European
countries such as Italy, Holland and Germany etc. using
only 40-50 watts SSB.
The Big Jim 27 antenna is only 9 feet long and has no
radials because it is a free space half-wave driven from a
special helical stub matching system. A compact version
of this antenna, suitable for mobile operation and loft
space base stations is being developed.
The illustration fig. 5 is an actual photograph of the
radiation from a Big Jim 27 which clearly shows the low
angle radiation, virtually at right angles to the antenna
and absolutely parallel to ground. (Taken from the
writer's antenna performance measuring equipment).
The next article will deal with the problems of VSWR a
subject on which far too much emphasis is placed
largely because it is not fully understood.

Fig. 4: The Dig Jim 27. on emlrely new high efficiency "fre-e space" amenno for bose
stoTion operalion

(see lexr).

to the possibilities of a free space mobile type antenna.
However, one manufacturer ;n the UK has already
produced a free space base station antenna (designed

Fig. 5: Actual photograph of the radiation pattern from 0 Dig Jim 27 shows the low
angle ochleved by free space function.
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News
Review
What the papers say about CB.

Press coverage of CB is still very much
on the increase and most of the publicity
outlines the eagerness of many CBers to
contribute some kind of service to our
existing emergency services. Admittedly
there are the odd one or three complaints
about interference and/or bad language.
but these are getting fewer as more of
the public realise the importance of a
two way radio system in this country and
that this type of behaviour is not what it's
all about, or are they? Read on ...

Liverpool Post
CBers rally to help save
toddler.
Mrs Jane Payne of East Avenue,
Porthmadog, grandmother of 22 month
old Gareth Payne said yesterday that
she was overwhelmed by the generosity
of North Wales people who had raised
over £3,000 of the £40,000 necessary
for the liver transplant needed to cure
Gareth of a rare liver disease. £ 1,250 of
the money was raised by breakers
throughout the area who arranged two
functions at Criccieth and Abergele. Still
not satisfied with their contribution, the
CBers are planning another function in
aid of the fund. It seems that this sort of
fund raising is on the increase.

Sunday Mirror
The Great Radio Jam
Traffic was brought to a standstill round
Westminster and Trafalgar Square on
Saturday the 6th of December by CBers.
A convoy of over 700 cars poured into
London to hand a petition in to the Prime
Ministerdemanding "the freedom to speak
legally on 27 M Hz". President of the
United Breakers Association, Andrew
Donovan known as Disco One says that
this time they mean business and that
claims of interference to emergency ser·
vices are nonsense. The article then fills
in the details of the reiection of 928 MHz
as impracticable and inefficient.

The New Standard
Radio Jamming
Not so clever thought Andrew Rance
of Hertford Street W1 whose letter tothe
New Standard read, "Why did the CB

16

fanatics find it necessary to publicise
their cause last Saturday evening by
converging on Central London in hundreds
of cars, and bringing chaos to the West
End.
He claims that "For several hours they
deliberately tried to jam the roads by
recklessly manoeuvring in clusters of
vehicles".
He then went on to write off CB Radio
as "Nothing more than toys for boys and
another symptom of the American dis·
ease which is spreading through the
country". He also pointed out that al·
though CB RadiO saves lives, driving
without due care and attention costs
lives and suggests that this should be
made clear to CBers.

Dundee Courier
CB has a vital role to
play
A very informative article by John Gregory of the Dundee Courier, who takes CB
Radio right back to the roots - its introduction in America in 1958. From there
to its widespread boom in America in the
early 70's and from there to expansion to
over 40 different countries in the last
eight years.
The rest of the article explains in good
detail the informative and essential uses
of CB Radio, a system that can be operated without a formal training.
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Western Daily Press
Citizens offer to help
MP's tune in.
In an effort to win the support of the
Government, the C.B.A. (Citizens Band
Association) are proposing to lend MP's
CB Radio transceivers, reported the Daily
Press. "We want them to listen in 10 see
how much good can come from CB", said
CBA's President Mr James Bryant of
Church Street Cheltenham.
The offer which came only days before
the Home Office meeting between MP's
and the Association last Thursday is
backed by an un-named multi national
company.
Mr Bryant who works for Plesseys,
Swindon, said on behalf otC.B.A.'s 5,000
members, "CB can save lives, it can
prevent accidents like motorway pile ups
by giving early warning of the first coli·
ision". He then informs us that "in America
the police estimate 2,000 lives a year are
saved by preventing major accidents".
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Express and Star
Not all rubber ducks.
Mr Norman Carters letter to the Express
and Star clearly expresses his views
opposing the legalisation of 27 MHz as
an Open Channel. He writes, "For every
'Rubber Duck' there are a hundred or so
potential users of Open Channel who
simply wish to communicate between
groups of individuals in plain English,
without these ridiculous slang terms".
Mr Carter then goes on to favour the
900 MHz frequency because of the unacceptable levels of interference on
27 MHz.
He claims "the range obtainable with
the 900 MHz band is adequate for most
social uses of Open Channel". Finally he
calls for "prompt action by the Government to Quell the alarming increase in
the sale of illegal equipment".

North Western Evening Mail
Tuned in to the hush
hush broadcasters.
A gripping and adventurous feature
that describes Furness Breakers Club
Chairman 'The Poacher' as a young man
who looks as if he is about to plot the
next Great Train Robbery".
The reporter, Graham Dixon, brings
out the more lighthearted side of CB but
does not fail to make it clear that CB use
in emergency communications is a most
valuable asset.
"Channel 9 is the official emergency
channel and once we are legal we intend
monitoring the channel 24 hours a day
on a purely voluntary basis", says Royal
Tiger, a middle aged bus driver.
The Poacher started the breakers club
only three months ago with 40 members.
This figure has now stretched to 200 and
rising fast. Later on in the article the
Poacher makes it clear that the breakers
are "a responsible group who do not
tolerate bad language or fooling around
on the airwaves".
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Daily Telegraph
Citizens Band Help in
Sex Attacker Hunt.
CBers 'Rubber Duck, 'Parish Priest',
and 'Maltese Falcon' caused consider·
able embarrassment to Hampshire police"
reported A.J. Mcllroy of the Telegraph.
The CBers were helping the police track
down a man who savagely attacked a 17
year old girl, "we must say we were
pleased and welcomed their co-operation
as members of the public", said their
spokesman, "there were more than 30
CB's in the area at the time". The Police
also pointed out that it was the CBers
that made the first approach in the hunt
forthe attacker. When asked if any action
would be taken against the illegal CBers
their spokesman replied that he did not
believe any action would be taken.

Oldham Evening Chronicle
CB Radio
A lelter published in the Oldham Evening Chronicle put forward the views of
G8JRZ alias Mr A Miles a licenced
Amateur Radio Operator. He asks "if
CBers feel the need for a hobby involving
two way radio communication then why
don't they make the effort to obtain a
radio operator's licence?" He assures us
that "the rewards of this effort will be far
greater than those offered by CB Radio".
He then goes on to aSk, "I wonder if
they are aware of the methods by which
they could cause such interference. It
may seem that I am totally opposed to a
C.B. type communication system", he
explains, "but I feel that if such a system
was introduced, with a more suitable
frequency and some administrative con·
trol, then C.B. radio could co-exist Quite
happily with other users of the radio
spectrum".

Mr Miles concludes by saying, "I think
the 928 MHz system would be more
suitable than the present illegal system
adopted by a group of irresponsible
people who disregard the law, regardless of the consequences".

Southern Evening Echo
Patients put at risk by
CB Radio
The Echo claim in this report that "CB
enthusiasts are selfishly putting their
fellow citizens at risk", by jamming doctors
bleepers with their illegal 27 MHz trans·
missions, the same frequency as the
bleepers used to contact doctors in emergencies. Dr. Michael Sach, Registrar in
cardiac surgery at Southampton's Western hospital says that his messages
often refer to a patient whose heart has
stopped and failure to hear the correct
location could mean that the patient
would die.
Southampton CB club's answer to the
allegations was that "the doctor's bleeper
is activated by electronic tones, a normal
audio transmitter has no effect unless
the user is right alongside the receiver".
The Home Office backed up Dr Sach
with their view that "The use of Radios
directly threatens emergency services".

Croydon Advertiser
Smuggling charge.
A small article appeared in the Croydon
Advertiser indicating that even Busby is
catching the Bug.
A G.P.O. Technician appeared before
Croydon magistrates on Friday, accused
of smuggling an illegal Citizens Band
transceiver. Leslie John Cooke, 24, was
commited to Croyden Crown Court on
bail.
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The
International
Q Code
The Q code is used by Hams, SSBers and Skip Talkers.

The Q Code
ORA
ORB
QRD
ORE
ORF
ORH
OfiL

QAM
QRN
ORO
QRP
ORQ
QRS

Name or station number.
How far are you from my station?
Where are you bound and where are you from?
What is your estimated time of arrival at
(place)?
Are you returning to
.
.
,(place)?
Frequency varies.
Are you busy?
Interference from other stations.
Natural interference-static.
Increase transmitter power.
Decrease transmitter power.
Transmit faster.
Transmit more slowly.

ORT Stop transmitting.
QRU Have you anything for me?

ORV Are you ready?
QAW Shall I inform
Channel

that you are calling him on
?

ORX Call back later, stand by.
QAZ Who is calling me?

OSA Readability.
OSB Fading signal.
OSL Acknowledge receipt.
QSM Repeat the last message.
OSN Did you hear me on channel?
asp I will relay.
OSO Communications with, contact.
OSX Will you listen to
on channel

?

OSY Change frequency.
OSZ Send each word or sentence more than once.

OTH Loca,tion.
OTJ What is your speed?
OTN At what time did you depart from?
OTR What is the correct time?
OTU What are the hours during which your station is
open?
?
OTV Shall I stand guard for you on channel
OTX Will you keep your station open for further
communication with me until further notice or
?
until
OUA Have you news of
(specific CBer).
OUD Have you received the emergency signal sent

by

The reason for such abbreviations is obvious "Air
time" and "Understanding" the ten code is for use and
this is an unwritten law, on AM or FM operational modes
in local communications. in other words mobile to
mobile. mobile to base and local base to base.
The Q code is designed specifically for DXing or long
range communication. Amateur radio enthusiasts have
been using the Q code for years and with the growing
popularity of CB and in particular SSB (Single Side
Band) CBers took to using the Q code rather than the
1O's, with this also came the use of station identification
numbers and first names rather than handles.
Now having said this it is only fair to point out what we
meant by "unwritten law", using side band it can be
possible to hear two operators talking back and forth
over a short range and both using the 10 code, and viceversa you may hear Q codes on occasions on AM.
However itwould be deemed rare and not pucker DXing
to let a few 10's slip in.
lt should be noted that all Q signals can be used as a
question or as an answer.
For the Phonetic Alphabet, and its use, see the article
in this issue entitled. "Friendiy Advice for Emergency
Monitors".
This tends to go hand in hand with the Q code, when
DXing or Skip talking a clear sound is essential to get
the message across with the least amount of time and
confusion.
QRT and on the side till next month.

?

OUF Have you received the distress signal sent by ... ?
OUM Is the distress signal ended?

QUO Shall I search for
OUR Have survivors . ..
1) Received survival equipment?

2) Been picked up?
3) Been reached by rescue party?
QUS Have you sighted survivors of WRECKAGE?
OUT Is position of incident marked?
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Most of you should know the 1O-code, we printed it in
issue 4 after much request to do so, at the time we
promised to cover the Q code, so here we go.
Firstiy it is necessary to distinguish between the 10
code and the Q code. The 10 code used by CBers has
risen from the American emergency services 10 code
and the two do differ (but we will deal with that later).
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GEORGIA
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BULLDOG
C.B. PATCHES. BADGES AND CAPS

ENGLANDS LARGEST SUPPLIER OF
SPECIAL CLUB BADGES TO ORDER.

C.B. CLUB ENQUIRIES WELCOME

S6a MILLlGAN ROAD. LEICESTER LE2 BFA
TH LEICS (0533) 835782 (OFFICE HOURS
VAT REG 115 770478

JUST ARRIVED!
THE ONLY EMBROIDERED HANDLE PATCHES IN THE U.K.
MADE IN ENGLAND FOR UK BREAKERS WHO ARE PROUD TO SHOW IT!

Its what every UK Breaker wants - your own personalized patch in top quality Embroidery. Each
patch is made on a durable linen background in three contrasting colours of embroidered stitching.
Your own Handle and County are then hand stitched on - to make your own exclusive patch.

Your Handle

ACTUAL SIZE

Your County

THIS SUPERB PATCH CAN BE YOURS FOR ONLY

£ 2-25 PLUS 15p

PACKAGE & POSTAGE

SIMPLY WRITE YOUR HANDLE AND COUNTY (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) STATING THE RETURN
ADDRESS AND ENCLOSING A CHEOUE OR POSTAL ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO

Bulldog. AND

Georgia

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR BADGE WITHIN 21 DAYS CLUB BULK 0FlDERS
WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY.

IF YOU HAVE ANY
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Three
What Breaker
A light heorted look ot the oirwove chit chot.
Ever copied a three-what breaker? No, it's not a misspelt electrical term, it's a colourful description at a type
of breaker that I got from an American friend. You MUST
have copied at least one three-what breaker; it's derived
from "What's your twenty? What's your handle?" and
"What's your rig?" This is generally followed by, "Iv'e got
to go now, breaker-break". This is of course followed
about 30 seconds later by the same breaker asking for
another copy, usually in a dull monotone. I know of one
comedian who kept a three-what breaker going for half
an hour using umpteen different handles on most of the
40 channels.
. There's no doubt about it, there's
nothing much greener than a new breaker. And that
includes me. I wince when I think back a couple of years
when I had my first rig -I was calling for copies on all 40
channels in turn! Luckily I had been previously warned
about skip, so I didn't do what one wide-eyed lad from
Bristol did. He engaged the services of an Italian friend
and had some CB terms translated. He was later heard
intoning "Clear the breaking channel" in Italian for a
whole Saturday morning. Maybe he was the same guy
who walked into the local CB shop complaining of
"Ignorant yanks that won't answer you". These blokes
are no problem - they just want to use CB, and a little
patient instruction soon turns them into good, useful
breakers. It's the ones that, when they get the hang of it,
use it as a plaything that cause the trouble. Nobody
minds a joke, CB is a Good Thing, and if it brings people
together, well, that's what it's all about. They can joke,
laugh, and make funny noises all night long as far as I'm
concerned - AS LONG AS THEY DON'T DO IT ON THE
BLOODY CALLING CHANNEL.

Tweety Bird Mania
There's the problem. In my local town we've got
Whistlers, mike-keyers, music players and one moron

T-SHIRT& SWEATSHIRT
PRINTING
ALL YOU GOOD BUDDIES HAVE YOUR OWN
CLUB NUMBER AND HANDLE PRINTED ON
QUALITY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS.

SWEATSHIRTS
S. M. L

X.L
CH ILDS 26" - 32"

£450

.

£4.95
£350

TRACY'S PLACE, 118 HIGH ST.,
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who thinks it's hilarious to reply "Sod off" in reply to
requests for a copy, and also injects the same remark
between other breaker's copies on other channels.
Heaven help us if he ever gets a Phaser Laser! These
people are just plain selfish, and very irritating. It's easy
to forget that you're on the calling channel - we've all
done it -and the response to a call to 'Clear the breaking
channel' is usually a "Sorry" and a prompt change to
another channel. Hoggfng the calling channel in a busy
CB area is quite unnecessary. Note that I said a busy CB
area. On long stretches of remote motorway or in
isolated areas it can be worthwhile staying on the
calling channel just in case anyone needs help. In those
cases a breaker 'on the side' must be acknowledged.
This, I hope, will be a temporary measure; when CB gets
off the ground legally (Oh yeah?) we will have a proper
emergency channel, and breakers can monitor their
favourite channels. The 'calling channel' can become a
thing of the past, except for the truckers; I bet they'll still
keep one-nine!
There is at the moment no laid down set of instructions
for British breakers; and each rig sold should be accompanied by a leaflet explaining in the simplest possible
terms the basics of radio procedure, concentrating
more on good manners than on 'good buddies'. Most CB
books are too technical and too American orientatedthe latter being hardly surprising really! New breakers
are on the air every day, and some of them simply don't
realise what happens when electra-magnetic energy is
transmitted over a wide area. I'm sure some of them
think that nobody can hear when they are chatting to a
friendl In order to rectify this, a series of short articles
has been prepared, which will appear over the next
issues of CB Radio. Watch this space!
GB 100

T·SHIRTS
S.ML
X. L

.
.

CHILDS 24" - 30"

£1.95
£2.45
£1.45

COLOURS:- BLACK, WHITE, RED, PALE BLUE,
OR NAVY.
LETTERS + NUMBERS: BLACK OR WHITE.
FLOCK lOp EACH.
POST + PACKING SOp EACH GARMENT

STAINES, MIDDX. TEL. STAINES 55834
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CITIZENS BAND ••• THE NEW WAVE ••• CITIZENS BAND

STREET LEGAL CB WHOLESALE
(NOTTINGHAMSHIRE)

."

"

.

.'

Main agents lor: SKIPMASTER. BURNERS,
TURNER MIKES AND MUCH MORE.
Our prices are never bettered You've tried the rest now try the best.
Example: DV27 £5.00 complete with plug
(our retail price)

Retail outlets required throughout the
Midlands.

,
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90 STOCKWELL GATE
MANSFIELD
Tel: (0623) 651965-'
~
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BREAK!
BREAK!
I got my ears on!
Have you been
down to
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~

STREET
LEGAL
(WHOLESALE OISCOUNn
CB SHOP
yet?

c'mun.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF
ACCESSORIES IN THE U.K.

ura Electronics (UKlltd.,
79 Church Road. Hendon, London NW4
Tel: 01 203 5277/B
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Come and see the biggest
and best selection of
CB Radio Accessories
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Speech
Processors
by EA Rule - port 3
So far in this series we have dealt with the general
advantages of processors and the Importance of correct
audio filtering. We shall now deal with the methods used
to limit the peaks of the speech waveform and how the
average level can be increased.
Fig. 5, shows the simplest method of limiting the
peaks of a speech waveform. It simply consists of two
diodes placed back to back across the signal path.
Once the input signal is of a high enough level for the
diodes to start conducting the peaks will become
'clipped'. Although this method prevents the peaks
increasing above a certain level it can introduce large
amounts of distortion due to the 'hard' clipping action.
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Fig. 7: showing the relationship between rhe Input and output voltages using the
circuit shown In Fig. 6.

Fig. 5: The .simple diode shunr IImf!e.r drcuir.

By adding one resistor as in Fig. 6 we can greatly
improve the action of this type of circuit and in practice it
becomes one of the best overall types due mainiy to the
'Softer' ciipping action. The reason is this. If we plot a
graph showing the voltage applied to a silicon diode and
the resulting current through it we get a curve as shown
in Fig. 7. This is because the current through a silicon
diode follows an approximate log law relationship relative
to the applied voltage. In other words as our input signal
increases in a linear manner the output increases less
and less, thus compressing the higher signal levels
more than the lower. The ideal requirement for a speech
processorl Fig. 8 a,b,c,d, shows photographs taken from
an oscilloscope with different levels of input signal
using a circuit similar to that in Fig. 6.

'n"", •.,...'

Fig. 6: By adding Q ~ries resistor thelfmltlng OCfion con be greatly Improved. due
to Ihelog low rekltlonshlp betwHn IM appUed voltoge and the cu~nf through

the diodn
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fig. 60.: Showlnglhe effe<1ofopplylng oCfUOt sine wove slgnols 10 the diode drcult
In Fig. 6.

Further, due to the much 'softer' clipping action the
distortion introduced by the Iimiter is very much less,
resulting in greatly improved quality. There are other
ways of using diodes for providing limiting action but the
end result is similar to that described, although some of
the circuits used are just too complicated for words.
After all if two diodes and one resistor do all that is
required, why make things more difficult?
One other method of limiting that is used is to convert
the audio signal to a low radio frequency (say 45 kHz)
SSB, and then to clip the peaks off by means of diodes
or an over driven stage, the resulting signal is then
passed through a 450kHz filter and then converted
back to audio. The idea behind this is that any harmonics
introduced by the limiter at the radio frequency used will
be completely 'lutside the pass band of the 450kHz filter
and therefore when converted back to audio they are
completely removed. In practice the system works very
CB Radio February 81
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well with gains of up to 20dB being obtained, but such
systems are expensive due to the costly filter involved
and all the extra stages required. It is doubtful if the end
result at the receiving station is much better than with
the simpler method described at the beginning.
Whatever method is used the end result is that the
peaks of speech are limited in amplitude enabling the
average levels to be increased.
So far we have covered the filters and limiters used in
a speech processor, however there are a number of
other important things to consider if the system is going
to work at maximum efficiency, and in fact these other
things are the main reason why one system works well
and others do not. The first of these is Signal to Noise
ratios.
With a transmitting and receiving system the overall
signal to noise ratio should be at least 40dB. i.e. the
noise should only be 1% or less of the totai signaltransmitted. Now, consider a microphone pre-amplifierwith a
signal to noise of 40dB and assume that the following
stages do not add any noise of their own. If we feed our
signal from this microphone stage with its noise equal to
1% of the total into a speech processor which is limiting
the peaks and bringing up the lower levels by 15dB
(ratio of 5.6 to 1) then it follows that we have also
increased the noise by the same amount relative to the
peaks. As these peaks are equai to 100% modulation
our noise is now equal to 5.6% of the total signal, or only
25dB down. This would be very audible and would most
certainly degrade the signal. it would also waste power!
With a well designed speech processor the noise from
the early stages would be at least60dB (ratio 1000 to 1)
down, equal to a noise level of 0.1 % so that even if an
extra 20dB of gain were added in the processor the totai
noise would still be only 1%. In part 4 we shall consider
some of the other points which make up a speech
processor.

CBers "20"

HIGH STREET SERVICE STATION, 314 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT

ALDERSHOT 23250

CB ACCESSORIES
MANUAL
RETRACTABLE
SUPPRESSION
KIT
SW.R. METERS
TWIN TRUCKER
POWER MIKES
DV 27
AND LOTS LOTS
MORE

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
5 '0' HORNS
MUSICAL
TRUMPETS
CAL CUSTOM
TRIMBRIGHT
JACK UP KITS
TRACTION BARS
100+ CHROME
WHEELS FROM
£19.50 + VAT

COME AND SEE US AT OUR NEW SHOP - FERNSIDE ROAD SERVICE STATION,
FERNSIDE ROAD, POOLE. PHONE POOLE (02013) 5510
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SUPPLIERS
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VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP
ANTENNAS

M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy-Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. Harada TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX275/s. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy-Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.

MICROPHONES

Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
Denzai. Hy-Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others.

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat

•

Ul
• •
cIa IS S
OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
72-74 QUEENS ROAD
HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES
SURREY

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP

TEST EQUIPMENT
SWR-25. SWR·15. Hansen 50B. Hansen 5E. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT-15. CBT-25. CBM-40. Others. Dummy Loads.

MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. S0-209 - 3.5mm
jack. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
Cables. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
Supression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers. PA Horns.
Others. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre-Amps etc.
IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.
Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number
for im mediate dispatch. We will help with any pr.oblems by phone if at all
possible.

Send a SAE for our
New Comprehensive Catalogue

FOR ALL CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
PHONE:

DORKING (0306) 883314
SURREY SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
DORKING SURREY

CB RADIO. ACCESSORIES. BOOKS

THE BIG JIM 27 .•....-......
CB BASE STATION

...-----_.....-....

Antenna--F"OR"O-x-I

~

* The BIG JIM 27 is one of the first of the few British designed and made
CB radio antennas. This high efficiency FREE·SPACE omol·directional

vertical base station antenna measures only 9 feel long and has been
specially designed 10 professional standard for super OX as well as
extended local working ranges.

*

Air tests on 27MHz have produced 5910·4 Iwo·waycopyhetween the
UK and the USA. Australia. South Africa. Italy and numerous other
continental countries.
The BIG JIM 27 is fully protected for all weather conditions. Being a
free-space antenna it has no radials which makes it unobtrusive and
reduces wind resistance.
A unique high effiCiency integrated helical stub matching system
ensures an accurate 50 ohm match and low VSWR. An added feature is a
buih-in VSWR adjuster.
Overall effiCiency of the BIG JIM 27 is in the region of 50% greater than
a ground-plane or other single element type of antenna.
The design is based on the famous SLIM J[M antenna used by radio
amateurs throughout the world.
Manufactured exclUSively for ZL Communications by Wnmpro Systems.
Norfolk.
PRICE (UK ONLY) £58.00 inc VAT and carriage.
Heavy duty plated wall mounting bracket £4.50.
dmo MAST MOUNTING WITH 2 ,'U' CLAMPS £S.90.
Send SAE for further delails.
Inc. VAT P & P.

*
*
*

*
*

BOOKS on CB
The Big-D Guide to CB. Comprehensive manual.
Every aspect of CB radio, jargon and 10·4 codes etc.
Cal.No. 68. Price £3.25.
CB Handy Manual- Base Stations. How to select a
home or base slalion. Operation and antennas. Cat-No. 80.

Price £1.60.
Handy Manual of SSB Complete gUide 10 SSB operation. How SSB rigs work. Power calculation etc.
Cat.No_ 81 Price £1.50
CB Handy Atlas/Dictionary Full lists of CB terms,
channels. 10 codes and Q codes etc. Over 1000 items.
Cat.No. 78. Price £1.00.
CB Dictionary The most complete yet available. 124
pages of CB jargon. terms and codes etc. Cat.No. 110.
Price £1.60
CBer's Handy Manual Rig performance. Ten code, Q
code and jargon.
Cat.Nu.79. Price £1.25.
OTHER CB BOOKS AVAILABLE SEND 30p (stamps
will do) for complete catalogue with details also of CB
cassette tape. T-Shirts. Trucker caps ad badges etc.
CASH/CHEQUE/PO's w;lh ORDERS ONLY.
Payable to ZL COMMUNICATIONS.

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

CantJey, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: 049-370 821 (9 to 5.30 weekdays)
Callers by appointment only

•
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27 MHz Outweighs
The Rest
CB Radio Magazines Survey on Frequencies
This particular issue is aswe have said,
slightly unfairon you, the new reader. So
perhaps we should explain.
Back in August the Government re·
leased their long awaited Discussion
Document on 'Open Channel', which I
am sure most of you will know is their way
of calling CB by another less troublesome name.
We say less troublesome because the
authorities do not wish 27 MHz to be
used in Britain and therefore D.C. cannot
be confused with CB! or rather the frequencies cannot be assumed to be the
same, hence
is not CB.

a.c.

Public Opinion

These figures are the readers that returned their opinion and choice of Ire·
quency in time to be submitted to the
Home Office for consideration when re·
viewing their 0.0. on O.C.
We should state that a further 1,103
signatures were also received after
November the 30th and out of these over
70% were for 27 MHz AM. These were
also passed on to the Home Office in the
hope that they may still consider them
when tabulating their results.

The Forum of Private
Business
Again unfair on new readers (see issue

7} the result of their Referendum on CB
was also very good with:58% for CB
18% Against
24% With no opinion.

The response to date, including the
Forum and our own survey along with
every individualletteror group comment
made to the Home Office since the re·
lease of their 0.0. is we understand, the
largest amount of people to write in
answer to any Discussion Document since
just after the second World War, when
the Government released a paper on
Abortion.
So who says 'There is no public
Opinion'?
JOH

If all that has not left you totally baffled
we will now continue. The Discussion
Document (0.0.) was released with the
intention of stimulating public response
and hence forming an opinion of either
agreement or constructive criticism to
the Government's proposed frequency
of 928 MHz or over. A frequency which is
a long way from the internationally rec·
ognised CB frequency of 27 MHz.
Be that as it may our Government
chose to ignore 27 totally and passed
over the subject with a glib 'Whilst there
is no publice demand'. Not even mention·
ing 27 MHz FM, which is now widely
used in the rest of Europe. (France being
the latest to legally offer this frequency
as CB, see our issue 7).
So realising that the subject is to say
the least, emotive and that there is we
believe some pu blic demand for 27 M Hz
AM & FM, we produced in our pages a
questionnaire asking our readers which
frequency they would like to see as 'The
British CB',
Our firm circulation at the time was in
the region of 15,000. As you can appreciate the percentage of people who will
actually cut up their magazines, fill in and
post a questionnaire is very rarely high,
polling agencies expect a return of 5 to
10%.

A Good Response
We must thank all our old readers,
especially the clubs, for their response,
well over 30% of our readers filled out
and returned the questionnaire, the final
result being:
1. 27 MHz FM
2.27 MHz AM
3. 41-47 MHz
4.230 MHz
5.450 MHz
8.028 MHz

1,018 Signatures

3,983

"

284
158
24

n
n

n

e

"
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Club Directory
The most complete and up to dote list every published.
As promised over the last few months here is a directory of every club that has ever contacted us, all the information is correct at the time
of going to print. If your club is not here or your club details are incorrect, outdated or sparse, i.e. no address or club night, then phone or
write to Carole.

Amber Valley Breakers Club
Derbyshire
Anglia Breakers Club
Ipswich
Aylesbury Breakers Club
Buckinghamshire Yeoman, Aylesbury
Every Wednesday 8.30 onwards
Ayrshire Breakers Club
Ayrshire, Scotland
Banagher Foxtrot Citizens Band
Club
Ireland
Barnsley Breakers Club
Barnsley
Barnstaple Breakers Club-BBC
Barnstaple
Every other Friday
Contact Pete Whitehead on 0271 814080
BAT Citizens Band Radio Club
Newbridge, Ireland
B.A. T.S.· Beakers and Takers Social
Red Lion Pub, Isleworth
Every Sunday evening
Bay City Breakers
Portstewart, Northern Ireland
Belfast Citizens Band Club
Belfast, Northern Ireland
Big Four Club
Hove, Sussex
Big E Club
Tottenham
Big M CitIzens Band Club
Unton, Kent
Boy Breakers Citizens Band Club
Carberry, Northern Ireland
Bradford Breakers Association
Bradford, West Yorkshire
Breffni Breakers Club
Northern Ireland
Brighton Breakers Club
Brighton, Sussex
Bristol Breakers
The Bartonvale Social Club
Barton Road off Midland Road
Old Market, Bristol
British Sideband Network
Contact Albie & Leslie Vickers,
15 Carman Walk, Broadfields,
Crawley, West Sussex.
Broadband Breakers Club
Norwich, Norfolk
Bury St. Edmunds Citizens Band
Club
clo Ripley House Hotel, Northgate Ave,
Bury SI. Edmunds, Suffolk.
Every third Sunday
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Campaign for British Citizens
Band Club
Birmingham
Contact Mr. Keith Townsend,
1163 Yardley Wood Road,
Birmingham B14 4LE
Cardiff and District Breakers Club
Cardiff
Carlisle Truckers Club
Carlisle
Carshalton Club
SI. Heliers Arms, Middleton Road,
Carshalton
Every Thursday evening
8pm-12 Midnight
CB Cruisers Club
Gwynedd, Wales
CB Musketeers
Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Central Scotland Citizens Band
Redio Club
Stirlingshire, Scotland
Charlie Tango Citizens Band Club
Castletown, Northern Ireland
CharHe Tango Citizens Band Club
Cow Town, Northern Ireland
Charlie Tango Citizens Band Club
Dungannon Tyrone, Northern Ireland
Cheltenham Breakes (Districtl
Association
Cheltenham
Contact 6b/6 Pittville Crescent,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.
Circle Cily Breakers
Leeds, Yorkshire
Every other Tuesday
Citizens Band Radio Action Group
(CBRAGI
London SE23
Clog Town Breakers Association
Bolton
Cork City and County Citizens
Band Club
Cork
Cotswold Breakers U.K.
New Lodge Inn,
Minchinhampton Common, Stroud, Glos.
Every other Sunday
County Wicklow Breakers Club
County Wicklow, Northern Ireland
C.R.A.B. Citizens Radio Association
Breakers
High Wycombe
Every 3 weeks
Craigavon Citizens Band Club
Craigavon, County Armagh, N. Ireland
Cumnock Breakers Social Club
Ayrshire, Scotland

Delta Echo Club
The Territorial,
Huntingdon, S1. Ives, Huntingdon
Don Valley Breakers
Doncaster, South Yorkshire
Droitwich CB Club
Edward G's Wine Bar,
Droitwich.
Every other Sunday
Dublin 10030 Club
Dublin, Northern Ireland
Dynamite Breakers Club
Northern Ireland
East Antrim CB Club
Antrim, Northern Ireland
East Coast Citizens Band Club
Ireland
East Coast Breakers Club
The Queens Head, Great Clacton
Every fortnight
East London Breakers Club
Canning Town, London
Every Friday night 8.00pm
Echo Alpha Citizens Band Club
East Antrim, Northern Ireland
Edinburgh Citizens Band
RedioClub
The Fountain Inn, Bernton, Edinburgh
Every second Wednesday
Elite Breakers Club
The Windmill Public House,
Lambeth High Street, London SE1
Every Wednesday
Essex Citizens Band
Witham, Essex
Exeter Breakers Club
Exeter
Falkirk and District
HOpen Channel" Club
Falkirk
F.B.I. Friendly Breakers
Incorporated
The Bulldog Public House,
Ashford, Middlesex
Every Wednesday evening
Flixton Urmston Daighalme Good
Buddies Association F.U.D.G.B.A.
Manchester
Foyle Cross Border Breakers Club
Londonderry, Northern Ireland
G.B.A. Manchester
The Angles Public House,
Gardeners Row, Sabden, nr. Blackburn
G.C.B.C. Glasgow Citizens Band
Club
The Three Pigeons, Charing Cross,
Glasgow
continued over ...
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CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENTSPECIAUSTS

THE NORTH &MIDLANDS MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES HUNDREDS OF
BASE & MOB/LE ANTENNAS, BURNERS, SWR, PRE-AMPS,
POWER SUPPLIES, SPLlTTERS, T. V./., P.A.'s, ETC. ETG. ETC.
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"

TELEX"

IMPORT-EXPORT WHOLESALE & RETAIL DIST.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS, FRIENDLY SERVICE AND FREE ADVICE.
SEND 70p inc, P&P FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CB MASTER CATALOGUE
CONTINENTAL, JAPANESE & BRITISH MOTOR FACTORS

AUTO-ELECTRICAL & FUEL INJECTION SPECIALISTS

. -

SmITHSOnS(FWR'::sJlTD. ::i

UTTOXETER ROAD LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT Tel: 107821 315123/4/5 & 311215

CB MASTER DEPT. Ex 19
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Grampian Breakers Club
Aberdeen, North East Scotland
Once a fortnight
Contact club secretary:
R.J. Strachan, 59 Jasmine Terrace,
Aberdeen, Scotland
Greater Glasgow Breakers
Glasgow
Guildford City Breakers
The Rowbarge Public House
oH the A3 nr the river, Guildford
Every Friday night
Gwent Breakers Club
G.w~nt, Wales
clo Breakerway CB Centre,
101 Alexandra Road, Gwent, Wales
Every Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, 8pm-12 Midnight
Harrow and Wembley Citizens
Band Group
The Queens Arms, High Street,
Wealdstone, Middx.
Every first and third Wednesday of the
month
Hart of England Citizens Band Club
The Cutalong Public House,
Bilkongton Road, Bebworth, Warks
Every Wednesday Bpm
Hemel Hempstead Breakers Club
Hemel Hempstead
Hinckley Breakers Club
Hinckley
Jolly Rodger Club
Central Fife, Scotland
Meet at various pubs.
Kent and Essex Breakers
Essex
Contact c/o 24 M ill Lane,
West Thurrock, Grays, Essex
Kilkeel Radio Society
Newry, County Down
K 19 Club
Kilmarnock and surrounding district
Every other Tuesday
Lagan Valley Citizens Band Club
The Halfpenny Gate Public House,
nr Lisburn, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland
Lakeland Breakers Citizens
Band Club
Enniskillen, Northern Ireland
Limerick Breakers Club
Limerick, Northern Ireland
Lincoln Cathedral Breakers Club
Lincoln
Liverpool Breakers Club
Liverpool
Memphis Citizens Band Club
Northern Ireland
M.C.B.R.C. Midlands Citizen
Band Radio Club
Sandies Night Club, West Bromwich
Monday night
Mid Kent Citizens Band Club
Medway Public House, Bank Street,
Maidstone, Kent
Every Sunday
Middlesex Breakers Club
The Airman, Feltham, Middlesex
Monday 8pm
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Moorland Riders CB Club
Monts Cafe, Liverton, Devon
First Thursday of every month
Contact clo R. Kerrison,
Monts Transport Cafe, Shute Park,
Liverton, Devon
Newcastle City Breakers
Bluebell Public House, Shields Road,
Byker, Newcastle upon Tyne
Newry and District Citizens Band
Club
Newry, County Down
North Birmingham Citizens Band
Club
Birmingham
Every other Thursday
North Cotswold Citizens Band Club
25, Greenhill Street, Strallord
Every other Wednesday Bpm
Contact Mr Nick Trollope
Bishampton (03862) 260
North East Derbyshire 1004 Club
Naked Lady Club, Chesterfield
Every Wednesday evening Bpm
Northampton Breakers Club
Northampton
North London Breakers Association
The Sparrowhawk, Edgware, Middx.
Every Wednesday 8·1 0.30pm
North Manchester Citizens
Band Club
The Belmont Hotel, Middleton Road,
Crumpsall, Manchester B
Alternate Mondays 8.00pm
North West Citizens Band Club
Merseyside
Meets monthly.
Contact Miss Vivien Blackburn,
104 Duke Street, Southport,
Merseyside, PR8 5DE
North Wales Breakers Club
Wales
Outer City Breakers
The Fairways Inn, Birley, Sheffield.
Between Steel City, Spire Town, and
Dukestown.
Every Tuesday night.
Paisley U.B.A.
Ardgowan Hotel, Paisley
Every 2 weeks, 8.00pm
Pendle CB Club
Lancashire
Plymouth Citizens Band Club
USinging Wheels"
Plymouth
Last Sunday of the month
Contact clo R Kerrison,
Monts Transport Cafe,
Shute Park, Liverton, Devon
Redditch Breakers
Blighty Night Club, Farnworth
Alternate Thursday nights.
Renfrew and District Citizens Band
Club
Renfrew, Scotland
Roaring Forties Citizens Band Club
Donegal, Northern Ireland
Rolling Road CB Club
Cornwall
Contact clo R Bacca, West Lynn,
A30 Main Road, Blackwater,
Nr Truro, Cornwail. Tel. St Day 820 347
Royal County Breakers
Northern Ireland

S.B.C.B.C. South Birmingham
Citizens Band Club
Solihull, West Midlands
S.B.S. Silly Breakers Society
The Royal Oak, 107 High Street,
Teddington, Middlesex
Every Thursday 8.00pm
S.B.S.S.C. Silly Breakers Society
South Coast
Littlehampton
S.C.A.B. South Coast Area Breakers
Worthing, West Sussex
Sierra Tango Citizens Band Club
Ballymena Northern Ireland

Slobs.Sloughs lot of Breakers
Slough
Southampton Citizens Band
Operators Club
Southampton
South Somerset Breakers
Yeovil, Somerset
Surf City Breakers
Cornwall
Contact c/o M Biddlecombe,
23 West Park Road, Bude, Cornwall,
Phone Bude 2746
Swindon CB Club
Swindon
Telford CB Radio Club
Telford
Every other Monday night
1004 Club
The Essex Arms, Forest Road,
London E12
Fortnightly
21 Breakers Club
Cornwall
Contact 4 Chesterton Place,
Chester Road, Newquay, Cornwall
Phone Newquay 3335
Tullamore Citizens Band Club
County Offally, Northern Ireland
Tunbridge Wells Citizens Band
Association
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
West Coast Breakers
West of Glasgow
Wessex Open Channel Club
The White Hart, Ford on the A420
between Chippenham and Bristol
West Wales Breakers Club
Wales
Second Saturday of the month
Whisky Club
The Railway New MaIden, opposite stn.
Every Sunday Bpm
White Mountain Breakers
Contact c/o D Rotherham
Little Trenance, St. Austell, Cornwall
Phone St Austell 820 347
W.L.B.C. West London BreakersClub
The White Hart, Southall High St, Southall
Every Tuesday night 8-12 Midnight
Worcester 19 Breakers Club
Worcester
Every Thursday night
Worth Valley Breakers Club
"Brockling Woking" Mens Club
1st of every month, eyeball every 2 weeks
Contact Mr B Widdop,
cia 19 Wood house Drive, Keighley
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OFFICE & SHOWROOM:

UNIT ONE,
REAR OF SIDNEY SMITHS
357 ASHLEY ROAD, PARKSTONE,
POOLE, DORSET.
TEL: 0202-733133
24 HR ANS.APHONE
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AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS.

OPEN 6 DAYS. LATE NIGHT:
THURS & FRIDAY. SUN 2pm-5pm.
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Parliamentary
Review
A look at what is said about CB in the House of Commons

Recently there has been much discussion in the
House of Commons as to whether 928 MHz will be
allocated to Open Channel in Britain, whether it is
suitable for that purpose, whether it will cause any
interference to Television reception and other Public
Services and whether equipment for such a service is
likely to be manufactured in Britain.
The following extracts relay the facts as they are!
CPD

Why 928?

Mr Freud (Liberal MP for the Isle of Ely, East Anglia)
asked the secretary of state for the Home Department,
how many copies of the discussion document 'Open
Channel' had been distributed, and that whether he will
make the booklet available at major Post Offices, rather
than by application to the Radio Regulatory Department.
He also asked how many objections he has received
to his proposals to allocate the 900 MHz wave band to
Open Channel, and what reaction he has had (a) from
the radio industry and (b) from the general public with
regard to this document.
Mr Raison (M inister of State for Home Affairs) replied
that 46,000 copies of the discussion document on
Open Channel which was free on application to the
supply and transport dept of the Home Office, had been
distributed and that since the closing date for comment
has passed there was no merit in establishing an
alternative method of distribution.
Mr Raison continued, that the Home Office have
received responses from approximately 9,000 individuals
or organisations (including separate signatures on petitions) in response to the document. Most of the
responses from the radio industry have been received
only in the last few days and we have therefore not yet
had the opportunity to complete our analysis of them.
However, the majority of the representations so far
analysed are in favour of a frequency other than one in
the 900 M Hz band.
Mr Freud asked the Secretary of State for the Home
Department what is the average expected operating
range in urban areas of signals
(a) at high frequency 3-30 MHz
(b) very high frequency 31-300 MHz
(c) ultra high frequency 301-3000 MHz
and what are the reasons for recommending 900 MHz
for Open Channel transmissions.
Mr. Raison: The effective operating range of equip·
ment depends not only on topography but on the
radiated power of the signal, the height of the aerial, the
radios, noise environment and on whether messages
are passed from mobile to mobile or from fixed stations.
Various estimates of the possible range of open channel
32

equipment operating in different bands are given in the
annex to the discussions document we have published
on open channel radio. That analysis does not deal with
the 3·30 MHz band, but in practice this band would give
in urban areas similar ranges to those quoted for the
900 MHz band in the discussion document.
In proposing the introduction of open channel on a
frequency above 928 MHz, we took the view that this
would give an adequate service to the user, would
minimise the risk of interference to other services, such
as television reception, and uniquely offer the benefit of
future international standardisation.

Any conclusions to Open Channel?
Mr Butcher (M.P. for Coventry South West) asked
the Secretary of State for the Home Department whether
he has reached any conclusions following the responses
to the discussion document on open channel radio; and
if he will make a statement.
Mr Whitelaw: (Secretary of State for the Home
Office and M.P. to Penrith & the Border, Scotland). The
responses to the consultation document fell into two
categories. On the one hand, there were a large number
of individuals who wanted citizens band radio at 27 MHz
to be legalised. On the other hand, the electronics
industry and institutions representing other interests
such as broadcasting strongly advocated frequencies
higher than 27 MHz. It is clear that all these alternatives,
other than 928 MHz would cause great interference to
television and hi-fi equipment. I am, therefore, disposed
to allocate frequencies to open channel radio in the
neighbourhood of 930 MHz for this purpose and I am
considering whether it would be possible to exempt the
facility from licensing if certain conditions are met. This
would give British manufacturers an attractive opportunity to develop new products having a potential of a
wider market through international standardisation.
The responses to the consultation document showed
that there are many people who advocate a system,
such as 27 MHz, with a greater range than that which
open channel on 930 MHz would provide, I remain
concerned about the likely interference to other users if
a service operating at a much lower frequency were
introduced, but I intend to continue consultations to
examine this question further.
I shall announce final decisions on all these matters
as soon as I can.
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SPECIAL QUOTEII
ON 27 TO 1000 MHl
FtBERGLASS ANTENNAS
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD I

'FirestiK'

NOW IN SIX COLORSI
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ANTENNAS

SILVER·GRAY
RED
WHITE
BLACK
SPUN GOLD
CLEAR
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THE #1 HELlCALLY WIRE WOUND AND MOST COPIED ANTENNA IN THE WORLD!

n

CB - 2 METER -MARINE TELE - LAND MOBILE TELE
• TRUE HIGH dB GAIN ANTENNAS

• POWER RATED UP TO 1400 WADS

• LOW ANGLE OF RADIATION

• RUGGED SHATIER·PROOF FIBERGLASS

• % and % WAVE MODELS

• FACTORY PRE-TUNED

• LOW SWR PROVEN

• THE ULTIMATE PERFORMERS

SERVING THE CB AND COMMUNICATIONS MARKET WITH 27·1000 MHZ EQUIPMENT SINCE 1962 '
'F'RESTIK' ANTENNA COMPANY. 2614 EAST ADAMS. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034 U.S.A.

DISTRIBUTED IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM BY:

-:--

~NTJ(;\r Ltd.

103 HIGH STREET

SHEPPERTON
MIDDLESEX
TW17 90L

TEL WALTON ON
THAMES
(09322) 48145

CB MOBILE flKmtM SERIES
% POWER WAVE ANTENNA
The Rebel 500 CB mobile antenna series is, electronically speaking, an engineered 5/8 '5 wave conductor length in a constant mode helical winding.
This produces a power wave with a current field
similar to a full conductor length non-loaded
antenna. Spaced winding keeps energy forces
away from the metal ground plane, preventing
field effect and flux lines from absorbing power.
Voltage at the field point is at a minimum preventing
loss of power through leakage and stray currents.
The power goes where you need it. .. into the
antenna (not into the vehicle body)!
Powerwalle oftulllength nonloaded antenna

% wave performance. Fits any standard %"
24 thread mount
• Power rated at 500 • Available in black,
watts
white, or bright
orange
• Continuous loaded
• 48" straight or 72"
for continuing power
tapered Whips

Power wallo of center loaded
or lump wound antenna

Power walle 01 constant modo
helical wound antenna ... the
Rebel 500

•
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103 HIGH STREET
SHEPPERTON
MIDDLESEX
TW179Bl

TEL WAlTON ON
THAMES

(09322) 48145
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Vultures
on the
Side
Busted while teaching someone to drive!
Over the last seven issues we have related the details
or story behind qUite a few CB busts. Some of which
have been quite interesting or even spectacular in their
own way. The object has never been to idolise or hero
worship these criminals, for indeed that is what a CB'er
is in the eyes of the law. Nor is the intention to degrade
or rundown the police of our fair land.
'Vultures' is our pet way of referring to those who take
an unusual interest in Citizens Band Radio and in
particular those that use it. If using and installing a CB
transceiver is illegal, which it is, then there should be
specific legislation to combat its use, which there is not.
Perhaps it is due to this lack of legislation that a Citizens
Band enthusiast can sometimes find himself in the
middle of a spectacular almost movie like bust.
JOH

Just like the Sweeney
Perhaps I should introduce myself, or maybe I should
not. How doyou start asad story? Anyway, that's it. Yes,
anyway. I am a CB'er and hence a criminal, that bit
should be underlined so that all the readers will realise
what CB means in Britain.
My criminal activities started in earnest once I had
been introduced to a friends CB. You could say I was
corrupted, but seeing as how I am a driving instructor
and hence a responsible citizen, you may find that hard
to believe. But honestly I am, or was an honest citizen,
you see it's like this.
There I was driving along, actually I was not driving, at
the time I was teaching a pupil how not to hit other
motorists. Teaching how not to hit, because a police car
appeared from nowhere and decided to stop damn
quickly. Needless to say my pupil panicked and almost
hit the accelerator. Wouldn't you if it was only your
second time out and a dirty great police car jumps in
front of you.
I guess my first emotion was fear as I realised we had
almost hit the police car. Then I noticed the second car
stop alongside with a screech quickly followed by a third
police vehicle which pulled up almost broadside at our
rear. Well, then I panicked, what the hell, was I in the
middle of a Bank Raid?
The sergeant was walking towards us, so I wound
down the window. The sergeant pointed to a man in
plain clothes that was close on his heels, he spoke
abruptly "We believe you have a Citizens Band Radio in
your vehicle, can we have it?"
I just stared at him in amazement, there was no
transceiver in sight, it was not connected, I hadn't been
using it and how did he know I even had a CB?
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So I asked him politely who he was, his reply was just
as abrupt "Look don't be funny, just do as you are told.
Or would you rather I got the Customs, because if you
do, then they will impound your car and you will be put
inside for three to six months". He still hadn't said who
he was nor had he made any attempt to show any kind of
identification.
I just looked at him and swallowed, not daring to ask
again, I just felt sort of sick and slightly shaken. I
reached under the seat and pulled out my rig. There was
no mike attached, no antenna and it was not connected
to the power supply. 11 was just a CB on its own with a
couple of loose power wires wrapped around it.
He took it, then pushed it back and insisted that I
connect it up, the look he gave me sort of said it all, and
as I had no desire to go to jail, I did as I was told. After it
was connected he tested it and spoke to a colleague,
through my rig on 27 MHz and received an answer!
I was then cautioned and asked where I had got the rig
from. I replied that tour weeks previous to this I had
purchased it from a lorry driver outside a roadside cafe
on the A 11 and that I had heard that it could become
legal later in the year with the Government already
agreeing to CB in principal.

They made me install it
11 turned out that the stern gent in plain clothes was a
GPO employee and he informed me that the set operated
on a frequency that was prohibited in Britain, namely 27
MHz. His final comment wasto inform me that I would be
reported to the Home Office for the offence and that I
would be charged with installing a CB transceiver and
transmitting.
When I was stopped the set was not installed, it was
not connected nor was it operable. The GPO employee
had made me put the set together at his instructions and
it was him that had caused the transceiver to transmit! I
had no choice he threatened me and made me install
the set.
Meanwhile a police officer was taking the name and
address of my pupil, who I am sure must have been
totally astounded at the time, having no knowledge of
CB. The GPO employee returned, handed me a receipt
which I signed, informed me that the rig would be
confiscated and promptly demanded to see my driving
school paperwork!
What authority has a GPO man to act in this Gestapo
type manner? Can he legally be allowed to see my
driving licence on request?
PLAYBOY
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INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

SUPER CB DEAL AT

Rolling Stock
INCREASE YOUR 'TALK POWER' WITH
THE T & T ELECTRONICS 'PERSUADER'.

***
***

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL
UBA CLUB MEMBERS

By removing power wasting peaks from the speech
waveform and unwanted frequencies the average
'talk power' can be increased by up to THIRTY TWO
times, Le. a ten watt transmitter using the 'PERSUADER' will provide average 'talk power' equal to a
320 Watt transmitter with normal modulation.
SIM PLE TO USE, simply connect between your microphone and transmitter and switch into circuit when
the going gets tough. When switched off the microphone connects direct to the transmitter. FULLY
AUTOMATIC in operation, only one control to set the
level which is indicated by two light emitting diodes.
SUITABLE FOR ALL STANDARD RIGS AND MICROPHONES IN CURRENT USE.
Fully filtered to provide maximum 'talk power' in the
speech band of 300 to 3000 Hz.

TK21 Fully retractable lockable antenna complete with spJitterClub price £ 18.00
box
COBRA C40 Mag Mount antenna
Club pnce £1 1.50
AM·FM CB Anlenna
Club pnce £: 18.00
SECRET SAM Disguise anlenna fits 10 rear Window of car
Club pnce £ 10.00
CB CONVERTER Converts your car radio 10 receive CB.
Club price £9.50
CB MI CB Signal century meter
Club price £3.00
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Send 12p stamp for full details, or better still send
your cheque for the best value in 'talk power' around.
Size: H:65 x W:90 x D: 160mm
Price: £38.18
MAIL ORDER ACCESSORIES
Aerials, SWR Meters, Matching Units, Speech Processors, Power Suppliers, Microphones, Linear Amplifiers, etc. Let us quote you for your requirements.
AVAILABLE SHORTLY· The latest design in Mobile
and Fixed station aerials. Designed and approved by
F C Judd and manufactured by Wrenpro Systems.
ALSO, British designed TV interference Filters, both
Low-pass and High-pass types. 12p stamp (NOT SAE)
for details.
Oretel wIth complete conlidel1cc

(c.w 0 only pleasel from

T.&T. ELECTRONICS
Green Hayes, Surlingham Lane. Rockland St. Mary.
Norwich, NR14 7HH. Telephone 05088 632
PRICE INCLUSIVE OF V AT & CARRIAGE
Call\'rs by appomlrncnt only
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MURA DX 116 Power mike
Club pnce £12.75
EX SPEAKER
Club price £6.00
PACE 5453' SWR Meter
Club price £7.50
ARISTA CB- 1101 SWR Meler
Club price £10.50
. 80lh suilable for base or mobile Installation.
CB PA Speaker any angle mount
Club price £6.00
PILLAR MOUNT Antenna AM·FM-CB
Club price £18.00
All prices plus VAT

Rolling Stock
826 Wickharn Road, Shirley. Croydon.
Telephone: 01-776 0277
Open 9am·5.30pm Weekdays - 9am'<lpm Saturday

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Come Back
the Breaker
Get legal copy on 0 fellow CDer in print.

Thank you from U.Boat.
I would like to thank the Birmingham
breaker who replied to my 10.33 on the
M6 at around 14.30 hours back at the
end of October, (the 29th actually). Just
north of junction 10,1 eye balled a poor
guy in an Austin Princess pulling over
with an engine fire.
The unknown Birmingham breaker's
reply to my call for help and his alerting of
the services must surely strengthen the
need for a legal CB. I didn't get the
breakers handle but it's nice to know that
CB can help and that people are prepared
to take it seriously.
Thank you.
'THE U.BOAT'. SBS 269
Sunbury on Thames

CBers in Thetford?
I know there is a club in Bury st.
Edmunds which is only 12 miles away
from me, but I have no transport so I find
it awkward to get there especially by
public transport.
Anyhow I recently heard a rumour of a
CB club actually in Thetford. t would be
interested in joining if it exists and wish
to ask any members of the club to contact
me at the following address:
Andy Greenhouse, 52 Mingay Road,
Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 3JL.
All the high numbers to all you fellow
breakers and please respond.
A. GREENHOUSE
"CRAZY BREAKER", Thetford

Any CB Clubs.

self and Razorblade.

I would like to know if there is a club
near Woolwich, please respond clo CB
Radio.
SPANNER SPINNER

JESTER,
Carlisle Truckers Club, Carlisle.
Than/lS lor letting us Imow, it's afso nice to know that this
spot really works. All the best.

EO

Buzby's Great!
'Jester answers Razorblade'

Thank you to Tunbridge Wells Post
Office for a terrific Buzby disco.
From all the
TUNBRIDGE WELLS BREAKERS

Dear Ed,
In answer to a letter published in Issue

6.
Myself, Jester and my good buddy,
'Meatloaf' were travelling on the A1, when
we saw the incident described by'Razorblade' and I shouted a 10-33. I noticed
that the vehicle concerned in the incident
had stopped and as I didn't know my
exact 20 I gave the best description I
could but I didn't stop in case 'Smokey'
landed and started asking questions.
I have since modulated with 'Razorblade' and offered my apologies for any
inconvenience caused but anyway the
boy is okay and that's the main thing.
10-'0 All the golden numbers to your-

British QSL
Hi, I'm Moonraker. Please send me
your QSL and I will send mine in return. I
QSL 100 per cent Britain and Overseas.
MOONRAKER
New Maiden

Huntingdon 10-33.
I have used CB for over 18 months and
I would say that I have been responsible
and alert in most of that time. Well in
October I had my first 10·33 and re·
sponded. I was in the Huntingdon area
just by Wyton cross roads and the plea
for assistance came over very 10-1, the
breaker was in distress and needed the
police. There had been an accident on
the A604 'Cambridge road', it was 6.15
a.m. and I doubt jf there would have been
many other motorists around, I believe
he was in big wheels at the time as I was
and I would like to know if he was okay!
MEAN MACHINE
Carrol City, Cambs.
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-.14 Coombe Road, Newmalden, Surrey.
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE
73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRlDAY
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS
WITH CLUB CARDS

01-731 0027

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RlGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'

ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SPECIALISTS IN ALL
CB ACCESSORIES

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UKDEALERS

A WIDE SELECTION OF:AERlALS, MOBILE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES,
PRE-AMPS, BURNERS & SO ON.

Ackrington·Geartecks Ltd., 30-32 Bemleigh Road, Akrington, Lancs.

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER £9.50

*

*

ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

* SPECIAL OFFER *
HARADA MANUAL RETRACTABLES WITH
SPUTTER BOX £16

* COMING SOON *
DIRECT FROM T-l!.ii: I}.S. orA "THE FABULOUS VSBl
UNIT" a voice compressor and signal expander, (has to be
heard to be believed' (easily installed in any rig).
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0254 392 366
Bamstaple-Bamstaple CB Centre, 4 Barum Arcade, Beer Street,
Bamstaple.

0271 78911

Chessington-Chessington CB Centre, Olikcrust Road, Chessington,
Surrey.
391-0088
Cwmbrain-Cwmbrain CB Centre, to Newton Wynd, Fairwater.
06333 5683
Cwmbrain, Gwent, Wales.

Gillingham-Tellywise Ltd, 17 Canterbury Street, Gillingham, Kent.

0634 52670
Glasgow·Brian A Pearson Ltd, 66 Moncur Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

04\ 5524348
Leatherhead-Reproprim Leisure, 7a Gravel Hill, Leatherhead, Surrey

537 7850
London-Cliff Davies Cars, Goldhawk Road, London W4. 741 2817
Stanley·Perth & Fife CB Centre, Perth Road Garage, Stan[ey,
Perthshire.
073882291
New, just opened - Horley CB Centre.
02934 74 997
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Readers Write
Dear Ed.
Alter reading Nav/December CB Radio I
feel I must write in answer to your article
'The Shape of Things to Come! I have been
hearing the rumours about 27MHz as has
everyone else but as you say the H.D. will
sland to lose face over legalisation on 27
MHz so there is a real fight on and if we do
get it we will be very lucky in my mind.
The thing I don't like about the article
which of course is only speculation, is the
thought of Telecomm stopping and search·
ing vehicles at will. This must nol be allowed
to happen, I can see Germany in the 1930's
just around the corner, pressure must be put
on if these ideas are proposed. CB Radio in
the UK is just crying out for one great unified
effort. I think it could be organised but it
would have to be done with the aid of
someone like yourselves and the main CB
Clubs.
Has anyone got any idea of how many
breakers there are in the UK, 1I there are
1,000,000, that is about 2%of the population
and growing all the time. That's a lot of votes
and minorities can soon change into majorities. H.M. Government is playing with fire
here.
Anyway breakers get together, write to
the Home Office, phone them and let them
know what you want- "27MHz",
Your's
SIDEWINDER ONE. UBA221
ImpOtI IIgurflS compiled br Ihe Customs end Eltcise show
Illa' over a Y. of a mIlliOn 27 MHz anlennas heve been
Imported (legally, this past rear. If would be nlllurel '0
assume 'Ilat each IInlenna would be connected to a rig. and
as separele loading and secret antenna adaptors are allai/able Ill,s I,gule must be taken as tile mInimum 01 present
it'-fla' CB operll'Ors'

EO

Dear Sirs,
My handle is Randy Ram and my XYL is
Hotpot.
Recently I suffered a heart attack which
will put me out of action for approximately 2
months.
The reason I am writing to you is this,
around 4 months ago we decided to enter
the world of CB, we bought a rig and joined
the N.B.C., that's the Northampton Breakers
Club, and since then we have made more
friends than we thought possible.
When the local breakers heard about
what had happened it was then that we
found out what CB is really all about, they
sent me the biggest card I have ever seen
and had a whip round on club night.
Since then there has always been breakers
calling over the air or popping in to see if
they can do anything to help.
Would you please through your pages
thank everyone for me, for all they have done
and at the same time let the rest of the
country know what a great bunch the CBers
are in the Big 'N'.
Randy Ram on the side and very satisfied.

10-10.
Dear Buddy,
I have just seen something which gave
me an idea that you may think worth printing.
The subject of the matter is the fairly new
placard advertisement of the GPO which
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stales "Give them the Gift of the Gab".
There is sufficient room to add "CB Radio"
across the bottom with a can of aerosol
paint. If you can devise a method of suggesting that the readers of your magazine should
go out and do this it would be an excellent
method of obtaining free Advertising for our
cause.
1hope you appreciate my sense of humour.
Best wishes with all the 3's and 8's.
THE MUFFLER
t appreciete your humour, however Buzby lem sure, would
not, nor would Ihe poliCe. Willis, a humorous suggestion. I
would adllise ege/nst 11.

'0
Dear Ed,
Jabberwocky's letter to CB Radio September 1980, his comment on using digital
RC as well as SSB/AM on 27MHz is an old
idea which was put forward many years ago.
It has considerable merit.
It could be done but AM/SSM CB Receivers
would require some complex system of I.F.
limiting so as to remain unaffected by digital
RC pulses which would cause a lot of interference to CB users and digital RC receivers
would require inverse limiters so as to only
respond to digital RF signals above a certain
strength, a sort of RF squelch (not the same
as the usual audio squelch) and not to
respond to analogue SSB and AM CB signals.
The circuit and equipment for all this does
not exist and would have to be specially
developed. A far more sensible idea might
be use of FM by CBers on 27MHz radio
control channels so as not to cause interference to RC modellers. medical bleepers
or other licenced users as well as of course
getting far lower noise levels for mobile use,
because motor vehicle ignition pulses do
not affect FM which is mainly why mobiles
including radio amateurs use FM at VHF
and UHF on 28MHz.
Either RC users can connect their rigs to
FM as many have done to accept CB effects,
or else CBers can. AMCOMM Services at
South Harrow do the ready made FM-7, FM
deteclor which can be added 10 any receiver
to receive FM. costing some Cll whereas
the cost of converting an AM 27MHz transmitlerto FM is merely some 50 pence to 80
pence for a diode and capacitor.
The advantage to CBers of using FM is
that if when in court they are accused of
causing interference to emergency services
and radio modellers..they can defend themselves by saying that this is normally impossible since the radio modellers, bleepers,
and emergency services use AM and digital
modulation which cannot possibly be affected
by CB using FM since AM and digital pulse
modulation bleepers, RC and emergency
services receivers will not respond to FM
and there is no way the prosecution can
prove they can.
Admittedly FM on 27MHz would not be
suitable outside Europe but Italy and the
States can only be reached by long distance
skip for about one year every 11 years at the
peak of the sunspot solar flare cycle, 27
MHz being completely dead for the next 10
years for distances greater than the horizon.
UK CB organisations should not merely
press for 27MHz AM/FM/SSB for UK CB

but should also press to use say from 66 to
68 MHz and 44 to 45 MHz VHF using FM
giving 80 and 40 channels respectively with
25 KHz separation with the option of doubling the numbers of channels by using them
for both AM and/or SSB as well as FM at the
same time, since both types of transmission
on FM and AM/SSB could take place simultaneously without mutual interference.
CB organisations should also press the
Home Department to remove all emergency
services and bleepers from 27 MHz on 10 36
or 37 MHz just as they will be moving Aero
Radio Modellers to 35 MHz because the
rigs merely need a bit of re-tuning at little
cost and practically no alterations.
G8RSD
At ,Ile momenl the NCFL (Na/ional Commit/ee 'Or 'he
Legallsetlon 01 CBI Ilave put lorward in 'he s'ronges'
poSSIble terms their proposals 'or a British CB IreQuency In
the" '-"7. "05 line TV transmissiOn IreQuency. Howeller the
Government sllllrejec' 27 eitlle, FM 0' AM of any description
le' a/one consider 66/0 66 MHz and "" to "S es well.

EO

Dear Edilor,
I take pen to paper being a strong fan of
CB Radio. I was interested to read of the
problems some CBers are having South of
the Border and their rights as regarding the
law.
I myself was busted by GPO officials
about eight months ago. Since Ihen the
local CBing scene has jumped from six to
around two hundred and fifty. The bears in
this area are giving the breakers a lot of
hassle. Three good buddies, Roadrunner,
Pink Panther, and Wasp have all been stopped
by Smokies and had their wrappers impounded for at least 24 hours. The rigs were
then tested by Home Office officials without
the owner being present. No receipt was
given. When police were asked for a search
warrant and receipt, the answer was no on
both counts.
When quizzed and shown "The Law and
You" from CB Radio, the answer was that
this was English Law and does not apply in
Scolfand. I have been to see a few lawyers
and they don't seem to know much on this
subject. I myself was fined £50 and awarded
my rig back. The Home Office and Customs
then had a meeting with me and decided to
confiscate my rig as import duty wasn't paid
on it. The Home Office told me to apply for
an import licence and on production of one
they would return my rig. As they know this
is impossible to obtain I can't win.
Golden Numbers,
JOLLY GREEN GIANT
Chairman West Coast Breakers
Keep 'uned to 'The Law and You: we're gelling to SCOI/sll
law jusl es soon as Our solicitor can dig OUI the lelevllnl

de/ails.

EO

Dear Sirs,
As a Iruckeron many motorways in various
parts of Britain, is it not about time local
breakers in areas such as Manchester, Oldham, etc. found themselves their own break-

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY
WHY NOT WRITE . .. continued over
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CB.

CB.

CB.

BREAKERWAY

SUPA

Accessories

Tel: (05621 Kidderminster 66224/742461

SUPADUCK FORCB-CBACCESSORIES
pre-amps, burners. SWR/Power Meters, electric,
disguised, fires ticks, K40, crooksticks, starduslers,
skylabs, power mikes, power supplies, exl. speakers
and suppression gear. All the CB - CB GOODIES
IN STOCK.
write:-

NEW! EXCLUSIVE TO BREAKERWAY!
Britain's ONLY CB Calendar!
Yours for only £2.60 + 30p p & P
Also the badge for Tencode talking'
Taffs only 99p + large s.a.e.

G. TRUCKS
P.O. BOX 9, STOURPORT, WORCS DY13 SON
Showroom:-

101 ALEXANDRA ROAD,
NEWPORT,
GWENT.
TEL: (06331213332

G. TRUCKS
GREENHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BIRMINGHAM ROAD
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS.

CBUctBI8
The Largest distributors of CB accessories
in Scotland and the North of England

Come and see the biggest and
,.~,. best selection of CB radio
\,:::T1>°tA
accessories including:EQUIPE

CC
SWRMETERS

includingHANSEN

MICROPIIONESby
TURNER ·K40

ANTENNAS /
by
h

~i~}'~~II~~NIIJ~"
~rR&~I~. ~~
#rr, !.n:,) &

SOUND
AROUND
CAR RADIO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED

01-5755030

C!!l)

I-------------LHHMMI'P~

CUSTOM EQUIPE
CUSTOM EQUIPE GROUP
131 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE
EDINBURGH
EH39QG

Telephone:
(031 229) 8830
PARTIAL FITTING SERVICE
IN OUR RADIO DEPT.

CB Radio February B1

/

SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLIP ROAD
GREENFORD
MIDDLESEX
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Readers Write
jng channel as I feel that channel 19 is
mainly used by Trucker breakers nationwide. commonly known as the Diesel Digit.
With winter upon us now, J also feel the
need for a safety code. similar to the one
printed which I made up. I have distributed
copies throughout various parts of Britain.
It's about time I feel that breakers should
be independent and slOp subsidising foreign
codes which were not drawn up for this
country, so lers all get together and unite so
that all breakers can understand each other
whether in lands End or John O'Groats.
TWELVE CODE

12-<1 Fog
12-1 Roads Wet
12·2 Roads Snow
12·3 Roads Btack Ice
12-4 Roads Flooded
12·5 Roads Clear Of (Clean' Green)
12-6 Speed Trap
12-7 Log Book
12-8 M.O.T. Check
12·9 Fuel Check
12-10 Weight Check
'2'11 Road Blocked eg 12-" & 12·2 Road Blocked Snow
12'12 TratficJam
12·13 Road Accident
12·14 Break Down
12·15 Punclure
12·16 Freighted (Loaded)
12·17 Emply (Unit & Trallel or Box only)
12·' 8 Road Conditions eg 12·18 & , 2 ., Roads Wet
12·19 Sale Journey
12·20 DesUnation

PINK SUBMARINE
Glasgow
Greater Glasgow Breakers Trucker
Personally I would lhink that in the case 01 an emergency
plam speech would be Ihe besl possible way 01 relaymg a
message. Perhaps you leet aSlhe American rrucllers did. a
need 10 alienate moloriSlslrom the TruCkers code orlargon.
IS h'SIOry repeatinQ IIsell here es In Ihe U,S. lor ISlhat nol
how CB lingo slsrled.

EO

Dear Sir,
I wanted to let you know of some instances
where CB has been helpful. We have a small
group of breakers in our area - Romford,
Chadwell Heath and Dorking. Recently there
was an appeal on TV for a collection 'TELE·
THaN' which was on behalf on all handicapped children needing financial support.
So myself (Bailyes) and another breaker
(Blondie) decided 10 appeal to the 01her
breakers in our home 20. The response was
great, they were only too pleased to donate
into the collection which we organised. A
total of almost £70 was raised.
Another case was a young wife of one of
the breakers who lived in a high storey flat.
One night when her husband was working
late, she heard a noise outside her flat door.
Feeling very scared she used her husbands
CB and called for a couple of breakers thl)t
she knew. Within ten minutes she had help
on her doorstep and the person who was
annoying her was soon off. She was not on
the telephone and could have been at the
hands of a rapist.
To change the subject totally could you
please give some advice on ANTENNAS.
Most of the breakers we know live in built up
areas and some are giving out TVI, please
could you advise us if there is anything to
Slop this as these breakers do think of their
neighbours and do not wish to cause them
any unnecessary inconvenience. Fora Home
Base CB is there any special type of AN·
TEN NA which will stop TVI, and also what is
the best position to situate the antenna.
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Some of our breakers have tried filters but
these do not seem to do the trick and they
are hoping your magazine could come up
with the answer.
Thanking you very much.
Break-a·break.
BAILEYS, EWRING 2 + V.J.
In answ8/'" to rourquery, OUI technical writer. MI. Judd, is at
present wri,ing articles on Antennas. and will be dealing
w;,h TVI in lu'u/e issues.
EO

Dear Sir,
I have just received my copy of CB News
and note once again that there are several
mis·statements and assumptions enclosed.
I hope I may be able to put these right.
1) That France has legalised 27 MHz
with 23 Channels.
2) That 27 is a Medical Band and techni·
cally no licence is required forthis waveband.
3) The European Mal1<et Regulations state
that, and I quote: "Under the Treaty of Rome
we are bound to operate restrictions on
imports from member states" 27 MH7. is
available in a lot of these member states,
therefore we should not be banning imports.
4) Finally, that other hobby horse the
opposition loves to ride. Aero Modellers.
The Home Office have for some time been
refusing to issue licences for Modellers on
27 MHz. from now on 35 MHz will be theirs
alone.
One point I would like to make clear yet
again, that there is NO CB WITHOUT THE
27 MHz BRIGADE. Without us you will have
no outlet for your magazine, so like like the
N.C.F.L. (National Committee for Legalisation of CB) join us and support us otherwise
you will disappear.
In short no malter what new laws are
passed we are here to stay.
27 or bust.
Yours sincerely,
K.F. SHURETY
The Andover 27 Club
Welll I Cln only 8$k if you have wrillen 10 the wrong
maQazine? Your openIng line leletS'o CB news or perhaps
you have missed I coople 01 issues?
For 'f(Wr firSI point I • • Issu. 7 page 20.
Secondly, every Radio lransmlssiOn made within Blilian
must either I>e licenced or with prior consent ollhe Radio
ReQulatoty Deperlmenf. 27 MHz Hospitat sys'ems came
under a gene/allkence for medical use nollol plivate use.
rour Ihird painl is covered by Timothy Raison on page t2

Issu.7.
For Ihe 'Aero Modeffers' argumenl see our Issu. e page
t2. Thelu,horilles hive slnc.tha' reporl, now alfocaled the
lul/35 MHz as internationally f8coQn/sed.
Finally, Ind 'his is PIObilbly unlalr, (although ,he/e WIS I
s'oppress in issue 7) 'h, N.C.F.L i1reno, lighting for 27 MHz.
The N.G.F.L have proposed in the S'/ongesl 'erms possible
that 41.47 MHz be/nlrOduced forCBls qulclllyasphysicltly
possible.
Yours sincerely,
JOH (American Boy,
Vice Chairman W.L.B.C. (Wesl London Breallers Club'
(Actively FiQhlinQ lor 27 MHz see us a' 'he demo Feb 14th]

Dear CB Radio Mag,
Is there any legal jargon that would make
the placing of a large 27 MHz banner on the
local motorway bridge illegal? I want to
make as many people as possible aware of
CB and its uses to as many people as
possible and I thought a large banner would
be a good idea.
10-10 till we do it again,
Bysie bye.
I gone.
MASTER BLASTER

Come back the Breaker
ThiS is Ihe 'eltel as printed in issue 6 that inspited 'he
Jeslel 10 lep1r 10 Razor Blade. For Jeslers leply, see this
issue oor Come bacll the Brealler spot on page 36. OUI
Ihanlls to both parties lor wliling.
EO

Dear Editor,
At 13.15 hours on a Monday I was idly
listening to two truckers chatting on their
CBs, travelling North on the Al.
At 13.25 one of the drivers 'Jester' called
'10·33 Emergency, any Breaker with access
to a land line'. I, the 'Razor Blade' accepted
the call and asked for details. 'Jester' came
back - 'Motor cycle accident, man injured'.
The 10·20, by the Coffee Shop with petrol
pumps outside, near a slip road on the end
of A1 by·pass, south side carriageway.
I dialled 999 and asked for an Ambulance.
I gave the details and suggested that it was
near the Carlton-on-Trent slip road. At' 3.32
the ambulance was on it's way.
At , 4.25 the ambulance telephoned to
say that this was probably one of two hoax
calls they had received that day. Theycould
find no evidence of an accident. Later at
, 4.30 hours the Police called inferring that I
was a 'bad boy' to give a 'malicious hoax call'
and waste valuable public money!
I was furious to think that I was caught
hook, line and sinker by a hoaxer named
'Jester'. I got on the air·ways and started to
search for the 'Jester'. Many Breakers came
on in a short time and this information was
crackling over a 50 mile radius. Reports
were coming in from such areas as Doncaster,
Peterborough, Mansfield, Nottingham, Gran·
tham and Lincoln from Breakers offering
sympathy and assistance.
At 17.15 hours Breaker 'Jockey' called to
say that the accident I was enquiring about
happened to her Brother-in·Law at Ihe
Muskham slip road, A1 South bound and
the 13 year old cyclist was in NewarkGeneral
Hospital and would remain there for two
days.
The relief I felt was difficult to explain and
my anger towards the 'Jester' evaporated
restoring my faith in thinking that most C.B.
operators are responsible people.
To briefly put the record straight. The
'Jester's' call was correct - Two youths
attempted to cross the two carriageways of
the A1 instead of using the bridge. One
crossed safely, the other was hit by a blue
van which stopped. The other youth telephoned the mother of the injured boy who
rushed to the scene and was attending 10
her son when with blue lights flashing, the
ambulance passed by heading north. The
youth was transported by his mother to
Neward General Hospital and when the
ambulance returned on the' South bound
side. there was nothing 10 be seen.
I would like to offer apologies for doubling
the integrity 01 the 'Jester'. Surely the moral
of this story must be: If a Breaker reports a
10-33 he must remain within sight and indeed,
radio contact of tha incident until the services arrive to confirm that the situation is
under control, thus avoiding further misunderstandings and possible discrediting
of the use of C.B. by 'The Powers That BE'.
Candidly lolks. Ihrs was a ·close shave'lor Ihe 'Razor Blade:
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CALLING ALL

C.B~

ENTHUSIASTS

Your very own CB Accessories Shop
WE STOCK:
SHARP, MIDLAND, HAM INTERNATIONAL,
STALKERS, VICE PRESIDENTS, AND ALSO
BASE STATIONS (FiniNG SERVICE AVAIL·
ABLE)

DISGUISED AERIALS from
SWR METERS from .................•......
PA HORNS from
SLIDE MOUNT from
HOME BASED ANTENNA from
POWER MIKES from
BURNERS from

£ 6.45
£ 8.95
£ 6.50
£ 3.75
£18.95
£ 7.95
£26.00

CHELMER CB
ACCESSORIES
..,~

51 BROOM FIELD ROAD, CHELMSFORD
TEL: CHELMSFORD 87698

... J
'YI1!r!r\ luIKI~~I!~
AGENTS FOR

NOW OPEN IN GREAT YARMOUTH
54 NORTH QUAY, GREAT YARMOUTH. PHONE G.Y. 2450

THE
SPECIALIST
BREAKER
SHOP IN
HITCHIN
HERTS.
WE ONLY SUPPLY QUALITY PRODUCTS

SOLE UK IMPORTERS OF
'VALOR' EQUIPMENT
AGENTS WANTED
ALL GOODS CARRY OUR UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY. RETAIL AND TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

CONTACT: ALAN, JEFF OR ERIC. BY PHONE: HITCHIN 57826 or RADLETT 6313.
IN PERSON: 4 THE ARCADE, HITCHIN, HERTS.
10-10 BREAKER BREAK
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The Law
and You
A Summary of the last seven issues.
Once more we must apologise to our regular readers
for what could be termed as padding. However this
readership should now be over trebled so I am sure you
will forgive us if you have already seen issues 1 to 7.
For the new readerwe will also apologise for not being
able to bring you up to date in one foul swoop, but then I
guess that's what back issues are for.
JOH

Issue One.
Not having produced a magazine on CB prior to this
ones release. we were somewhat surprised to receive a

circular to police officers briefly setting out 'Detention
Instructions', 'Action to be taken' and details pertaining
to the 'Retention of Seized Equipment'.
The interesting and emotive comment here was that
there is NO power of arrest for using Citizens Band
Radio.

Installation, 2) Transmission, and 3) Importation. The
latter being covered by Statutory Instrument 1968 No
61, 'Control of Manufacture and Importation', prohibiting
equipment capable of transmission on or between 26.1
and 29.7 megacycles per second or 88 and 108 megacycles per second.

Issue Five.
In this issue we printed a synopsis of the situation to
date which sets out a reasonably comprehensive guide
to the relevant Acts and Instruments that outlaw CB.
Starting from the non offence, of possession through
to the actual detention of equipment and or accessories,
it sets out the rights that exist to a user or individual
through each offence and the problems that can face
the authorities following these rights.

Issue Two.

Issue Six.

Our eyebrows were raised further when we received
the next item. A Northampton police memo to chief
Superintendents, the memo was for the attention of all
officers in the Northampton area, it set out the reasons
why the police force in this area would no longer assist
the GPO in any measures to combat the use of CB. This

Here we had coverage of the Metropolitan Police Act,
section 66. This is the act that is commonly used to
detain CB'ers and although it is a Metropolitan act, most

item as you can imagine raised a few comments including

some coverage by the national press on the breakdown

counties have a parallel or similar act.

Section 66 is the 'Power to police Constables or
persons aggrieved, to apprehend certain offenders'.
Namely by suspectin9 goods of being stolen or unlawfully obtained.

of police co-operation.

Issue Three.
The ball was now rolling and documents were beginning
to appear from unknown donators (who we must thank
yet again) so this issue saw, 'A directive from the Home
Office to the Post Office' re: 'Action Against users of CB
Radio Equipment'.
This was fairly detailed and set out the possible
offences and how action against the offender should be
taken. This also brought to light the fact that on instances
described, it would be possible to be busted and have
the transceiver returned even after its initial confiscation.

Issue Four.
Our solicitor briefly dealt with the three offences, 1)
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Issue Seven.
'A circular issued by the Post Office to Police Oflicers
in the GLC area'. Once more this was a document for
circulation within the confines of the powers that be,
and again we must thank the unknown donator.
The circular was obviously sent out by the Post Office
in order to stimulate interest in the criminal activit, of
talking to people on a Citizens Band transceiver and in
particular, busting these criminals.
As such it may have proved effective setting out the
offences, briefly describing what to look for and suggesting that a car sporting an antenna with a large base may
be worth a tug. However its author obviously knew little
of CB and hence it could be dubbed ambiguous and
even incorrect' But don't tell them that!
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ALDERSHOT
0252 · 318141
NEW SHOP
NOW OPEN
85 ASH HILL ROAD

ASH, ALDERSHOT

EVERYTHING CB

NEW
NEW
NEW

lO

•
•
•

CB GEAR TO TEMPT YOU.
FREE CATALOGUE OF GOODIES.
LARGER SHOP.
ENQUIRIES. ADVICE AND HELP
9 to 6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

SUSSEX C.B. LTD
ONE OF THE LARGEST RETAIL OUTLETS
FOR THE SURREY AND SUSSEX AREA.

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON HAVING
ONE OFTHE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
C. B. ACC ESSO RY STOCKS THAT YO U
WOULD FIND.
WE ALSO HAVE A QUALIFIED ELECTRONICS ENGINEER TO ANSWER
ALL YOUR QUESTIONS AND DEAL
WITH ANY TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
FREE OF CHARGE.
NEW 800 Sq.ft. CB Centre now open at: 131
London Road, East Grinstead.
Phone (03421 21866.
ALSO new branch in Horley, Surrey, 'Now
Open'.

ESSO SERVICE STATION
LONDON A23 ROAD
BOLNEY,SUSSEX TEL:BOLNEY255
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THE CB SHACK
Importers of CB communications Equipment

ACCESSORIES
I: 6.50
TVl/SCI FILTERS
(A MUSn
7.50
ANTENNA MATCHING UNITS
7.50
3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH
FROM 14.95
SWR/FIELD STRENGTH METER
" 15.50
TWIN METER SWR/POWER
23.95
SWR/POWER/WITH MATCHING UNIT
7.95
MAGNETIC BASE FOR MOBILE ANTENNAS
28.95
CB TEST METER SWR/POWER/MOD ETC.
PA HORN SPEAKERS
FROM 7.95
14.95
WHOOPER CAR ALARM
« CABLE. PLUGS. SOCKETS ETC.

AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNAS
2M 4 ELEMENT YAGI 9 DB GAIN
2M 11 ELEMENT YAGI 11.3 DB GAIN
2M 14 ELEMENT YAGI 15.QO DB GAIN
2M RINGO RANGER VERTICLE 6 DB GAIN
28MHZ RINGO RANGERVERTICLE3.75 DBGAIN

17.25
24.95
3925
25.95
25.95

ALL ABOVE ARE NORMALLY EX·STOCK
ADVICE GIVEN FREELY
16MOUNT~EWROADORPINGTONKENT

ORPINGTON (66) 32411
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ATTENTION EAST ANGLIA

COMMIV
PA- TELECOMS -AERIAL CONTRACTORS
CB ACCESSORIES - BIG EARS
AVANTI BEAMS - TWEETY BIRDS
WE ARE THE EXPERTS

154 HIGH STREET
LAKENHEATH
SUFFOLK

THETFORD 860475

C.B.

RADIO ACCESSORIES

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE
PRICES TO THE PUBLIC!!
Compare these unbeatable prices!!
OV27
DX27.

_..

127

_......

GPO Mag Mounl
MS 264
Retractable. ..
Electric Retractable
Silver Rod ..
Starduster
Whisky

C
5.75
8.63

7.50
8.50
23.00
11.50
25.00
21.85
27.60
19.00

Sigma 4

56.00

Sigma 2
. . .. .. .
3/5 wait Power Supply.
Standard Power Mike.
Turner + 3B .
Turner + 2"...
Ham Master 4200
Ham Master 4500
Expander 500
. ....

46.00
12.95
11.50
23.00
17.25
23.95
34.50
43.50

Spliller

.

NF5 1000
Slide Mount
Elltn. Speaker
PA Speaker
SWRJPower .
SWR Meler
5/7 wall Power supply.
AP 25 wall
AP 60 wall AM/SSB
BV 150 wait AM/55B
Pre amp ~On The Air"
PG 58 (Melre)
RG 8 (Melre)
PL 259 .
Barrel ConnectOl .
5 wall Dummy Load
T Connector

C

_..

4.95

8.50
4.50

4.95
4.95
12.65
6.75
13.95
25.50
46.00
86.00
24.50
0.23
0.65
0.34
0.65
0.90
1.05

PLUS MANY MORE LINES
MAIL ORDER
POSTAGE & PACKING - £1.00 PER ITEM
3 OR MORE ITEMS - £3.00
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

GLOBE COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
110 Hoe St., Walthamstow, E17
01-5207282

MID CORNWALL

CB

CENTRE

MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
All Accessories Available
Antennas, S.w.R. Meters, Slide Mounts,
Extension Speakers, etc. etc.

TRENANCE ROAD
ST. AUSTELL
PHONE: ST. AUSTELL

(0726) 5429

Britains newest CB. Shop at- 69. Qut Northgale. Bury SI
Edmunds. Phone 4054 and Denver Aulas (Skid Parish I Troston.
Nr. Bury SI. Edurnnds Edmunds. Phone 035 96 506.

Phone Bury SI. Edmunds (035 96) 506
Main Agent for Mura ElectroniCS Accessories.
Largest selectIon of C.B. accessories In East Anglia. over 30
different types 01 Antenna's base. mobile. K40. firestick. mag
mounts. disguise. electnc. trucker-twins. gutter-mounts. etc.
Power mikes, speech processors, 13.8/mains power supply.
S.W R./power meters. antenna rolators, P.A. horns. Tweety
birds, space birds, plugs. coax. books. magazines, hats, badges.
s!l::kers. splitter boxes. linear amps. 2 5W-1000W, T.V.I. filters,
extension speakers. C.B. records, slide mounts. suppressors.
man liars.
TranSistors and spares. in facl almost everything for you CBef's.
Fast filling and repair service
Free Technical AdVice'
Anyone interested in joining
a C.B. club 'phone for Skid.
Barclay Card, Access Card, American Express welcome. Mail
Order, C O.D.
Why nOl eyeball us from Barn - 8.30pm 7 days a week.
10·10 Good Buddies.
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MIDLAND OPEN CHANNEL
TELECOM LTD.
133 FLAXLEV RD, STECHFORD, BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ
TEL: 021 7843129 or021 7425617
T. V. IS
T.V. IS
T.V. IS

BIRMINGHAMS FOREMOST
IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

SPECIALISTS IN C.B. RADIO ACCESSORIES, VIDEO RECORDERS
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
SOMMERKAMP AMATEUR & MARINE RADIOS
ALL ACCESSORIES STOCKED
C.T.E. MAIN STOCKIST.

f[

'i\"'i\"'\' antennas

D

WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF·~ :
BASE & MOBILE
SUPERB EQUIPMENT BOTH PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH.
SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW SIGMA IV 6.14dBi GAIN OMNI·DIRECTIONAL
BASE STATION ANTENNA OF £39.80 RETAIL INC. V.A. T. (ONLY 300 UNITS).
AV·174

HERE IT IS THE BASE STATION
ANTENNA EVERYONE IS
TALKING ABOUT.

THE MOBILE UL TlMATE!

SIGMA IV AV-174'· - Unmatched performance and
unequalled strength! Unique co-inductive design on
this new 3/4 wave omni·directional antenna enables you
to transmit and receive further than ever thought
possible. Produces higher{6 dBi) gain over an isotropic
source than any other non-directional CB antenna.
Tunable to 1.1:1 S.W.R. at resonance and 1.5:1 or less
beyond band edges. Weight - 12 Ibs. R.F. Safety
Factor: 2000 w. Height - 27'. Diameter - 30",
AV·261

SPECIAL PRICE ON MOONRAKER 4
BASE STATION ANTENNA •.

£115

INC. VAT EACH
(ONLY 100 UNITS).
SPECIALS ARE ONLY FOR CB'ers.

AV·261 MOBILE MOONRAKER" - Want base station
performance from your mobile? Mobile Moonraker is guaranteed to outperform any other mobile CB antenna or your
money back. Weatherproof Avanti coil with heavy copper
windings and a 6' 17-7 pH Stainless Steel whip for a 1000
W RF safety factor,
AV-261 M MOBILE MOONRAKER'· - with giant moon
magnet. Guaranteed Moonraker performance plus giant
multi-pole magnet actually improves coupling for the lowest
S.W.R.

LYNDON RADIO & T.V.
SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS.
TEL: 021 742 5617
OPEN:

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday
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AV·261M

TURNER
K.40
HY·GAIN
HARADA
SIRTEL
'FIRESTIK'
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DXQSL
International
Club Spot
One of the first British Side Bonders Clubs.
I would to draw to your attention the existance of our
club, the Delta Tango Sidebanders of Great Britain.
We are 500+ members strong, catching the skip by
daylight and talking ground plane by moonlight.
My number is Delta Tango 301 cO'ordinator for Great
Britain.
The club was formed in late 1979. I was catching the
skip during 1979 and I modulated with Delta Tango 62
Jack in Buffalo, New York State. We made numerous
contacts after that, whereupon I learnt he was a co·
ordinator for Delta Tangos in the U.S.A.
Delta Tango 62 suggested I should start a Great
Britain Club, which I agreed. He issued myself with 25
numbers which I thought was rather high, as at the time
you could count the number of sidebanders in my area
of 30 mile radius on one hand, but as C.B. really got
going in early 1980 I was soon onto Delta Tango 62 for
more numbers.
I would estimate, by the time you print this article,
there will be 600 Delta Tangos.
Delta Tango 1 to Delta Tango 300 are all U.S.A. side'
banders. Great Britain starts from Delta Tango 301.
We have our own frequency which is 27.635 lower
side band channel 59. During the skip its every man for
himself, however, at night we try to use the frequency as
you would usechannel14 or 19 as a contact channel for
other Delta Tangos and OSY to other channels for the
OSO.

'.----

~

N~ER

(~Ol

DELTA
)TANG00-°

.::CLE

PCA

'*::.

1")

SIDE BANDERS OFGREAT BRITAIN

~~

We are a dedicated group of radio freaks trying to make
good relations around the world and in Great Britain.
How can you join our group?
Well, we have now set up 4 areas in the U.K. Delta
Tango 308 Frank AM Handle Mariner (Bedford). Delta
Tango 309 Barry AM Handle Yoyo (Kettering & Stam·
ford). Delta Tango 318 Paul AM Handle White Charger
(Aylesbury), and myself Delta Tango 301 Terry AM
Handle Top Cat (The Fens, Cambridgeshire).
The conditions for joining are that you own a side
bander rig capable of transmitting on 27.635 lower side
band (Channel 59). That you are introduced by a Delta
Tango member. The Delta Tango number is free, but to
make sure you are a serious side bander, before you are
issued a Delta Tango number, you must purchase at
least 50 OSL Cards and a Delta Tango Listing. The cost
at present is £5.00 total.
We look forward to hearing from anybody in the U.K.
who wants to belong to a serious DXing Club.
Don't forget the Delta Tango Dance on 21 st March,
1981 contact your Area Co-ordinator.
72s, 51 s, 88s.
DELTA TANGO 301 (TOP CAD
Cambridgeshire

IF YOU HAVE A DX QSL CLUB
THAT YOU'D LIKE REVIEWED
THEN WRITE TO CB RADIO.
T~.
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olios Top Cot, in hIs Radio Shock.
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A collection of standard design OSL cards,that
will be available from my selected agents from
1st February - ask to see my catalogue!
For the discerning Ox'er, my Customised Cards, still
the tops; individually designed to illustrate
your handle,
73's Custom Charlie.
Mrs. S. Hickwell

DEALER LIST

36B Stau,bridge ROlln,

C & K Auto Rep.",s Lld.
Pipers Ga. age

Kidderminster
WorceSler
T~1.

Tel. 0475 41378

KidderminSler 7<15669

AshcolI
Nr,S"dgcwale r ,

Chelmer CB Accl!uo"e<

Some,sel

51 Broomfleld Road.

Tel. AshcOl\ 210214

Chelmsford, Essex.
Tel. Chelmsford 87698

Good Buddys
142 $1. Marv SI.eet
SOuthampTon.

Clan C/I' Components
B John Wood Slreet
POri Glasgow,
Scotland

Chllnnel 1 CB Centre

17 GOlden C.ou Parade,

Hants.

Rocnlo'd, Essex.

Te'. SOull",,,,,Hon 29884

Tel. 0702 5401155

Formula One
246 Paisley Aoad,

Aenlrew.
Scotland
Tel. 041 8650330

PRINTSHOP
14 Coldharbour Lane
Hayes, Middl esex
Tel: 01·848 9241

00u9 Clclllnd

89 Ma,n Street
Cockermoulh
Cumbflil.

Tel: Cockermoulh 824385

©

MIDLANDERS 20
~

EYEBALL! ISL.)

copyright 1, 1,81, F.R. & A. Howell Ltd

DON'T BE A 10-1 TURKEY
COME TO

~" THESE PRICES ~

CHers CASH & CARRY
DV27s
.
£ 6.95
.
.
T 27 E .
7.95
MAG MOUNTS
..
895
RUBBER DUKE.
. .
10.50
RETRACTABLE l/DOWN DISGUISED.
. ..
14.50
PA HORNS. .
FROM
695
TVI FILTERS.
. FROM
6.50
SPLlnER BOXES BOTH TYPES .
7.50
SWR & POWER METERS
FROM
9.95
SKYLAB 62 DB GAIN BASE .
27.50
POWER SUPPLY 240 TO 13.8 VOLTS 3/5 amps
1650
25 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER 12 VOLT ..
27.50
LOTS - LOTS· LOTS MORE
LARGE RANGE OF BASE ANTENNAS .... FROM
£14.75
OUICK MAIL ORDER SERVICE. ADD 10% FOR POST & PACKING.
SORRY - POSTMAN DOES NOT TAKE DV OR SKYLABS.

DELTA
ELECTRONICS
OPEN 6 DAYS -'/2 DAY SUNDAY

ST. JOHN ST., BRIOGNORTH, SHROPSHIRE,
TEL: 2287

LOOK IN

972 EASTERN AVENUE
NEWBURY PARK
ESSEX
01-5902240

OPEN MON. TO SAT. 9am-6pm - Closed Thurs

SEND SAE FOR OUR PRICE LIST
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CB
RADIO
The British Breakers Mag.
British Breaker Productions
Tudor Works, Beaconsfield Road.
Hayes Middlesex
01-561 5778.

LET

us

KNOW

LET US KNOW

LET US KNOW

IFYOUARE PLANNING A DEMO OR A RALLY
OR ANYTHING CB OR IF YOU HEARD OF
SOMETHING IN YOUR AREA DROP US A
LINE AND

OF YOUR CLOSE SHAVES OR YOUR BUST
ESPECIALLY IF ANYTHING HAPPENED THAT
WE WOULD FIND INTERESTING

LET US KNOW

AND IF YOU EVER FEEL LIKE WRITING
NOW'S YOUR CHANCE SEND ANYTHING
SHORT OR LONG TO US. WE APPRECIATE
IT IF YOU LET US KNOW THEN WE WILL
LET OTHERS KNOW.

IN FACT IF YOU SEE OR HEAR ANYTHING
TO DOWITH CB OR IF CB HAS HELPED YOU
OR A FRIEND LET US KNOW

LET US KNOW

TRAOE ENQUIRIES FOR ADVERTISING OR COPIES OF CB RADIO WELCOME.
CAN YOU USE A CAMERA? CAN YOU SCRIBBLE? THEN HOW ABOUT BECOMING AN AREA
REPORTER.

If this is a friends mag, fora subscription form phoneCarole on 01-5615778
CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
JOHN AND MARKS BURGERS (Mobilel wishes to
thank all of our CB customers. Come and eyeball us allhe
Bath Road. Healhrow. west 01 The Peggy Bedford Pub.
open nightly lilllale. Try our '. pounder and 'I pounder
burgers wllh relish and salad. We stock CB Radio mags.
Motor Budget Centres (DENMARK ASSOCIATES
LTO.I. for all your CB We have a complete range at real

prices Slardusterl:25. Polecat £26. GP227 £25. Whiskey
1:26 PL259's 60p. Powermlkes from £9.50. P.A. Horns.
SW R's from £9A5. New Line every week direct from
U,S.A. Open 7 days a week at: No. 1 Yattenden Road,

Horley, Surrey. Te1102934) 71404-5473.
Breaker Break, Build your own rig. Full CIrCUIt dla·
gram and parts list tor a 27 MHl. transceiver. All parts
available In U,K Send 1:2.95 and a large S.A.E. 10 P.
Sherwood, 8 Aylestone Walk, Manchester, M10
gNU. I'm gone
WEST MIDLAND CB. New shop now open. 145 OH·
more Road, Kiddermlnster. Noglmmlcks)ust realistic
lal' pnces.
CB Accessories. Antennas. DV27. DX27. K27. T27.
M264. M61 O. Mag Mounts. Base Loaders. Centre Loaders
ElectrIC Slid~rs. ManualSllders. TVl. Splitters. Matchers.
$WR Linear POwel Amps. Base Antenna. Power Supply
Converters. Monitors. P.A. Horns. Hump Mount ExtenSion
Speakers. Books & Mags. C&K AUTO REPAIRS LTD.,
Pipers Garage, Ashcott, Nr. Bridgewater. Phone:
Ashcott 210214.

CB Radio equipment large stocks-ot AVANTI antennas.
DV27s £:3.90. Iinears up to 1 K direction. rotors. plugs.
connections. stardusters. spitfires. power supplies.
MIDLAND TELECOM L TO, 133 Flaxley Road, Stecliford, Birmingham.

PRACTICAL CB RADIO SERVICING· a new book every
CB operator has been waiting lor. All you need to know
about repairing & servicing CB RadioeQuipment{Cat No.
107) £3.50 including p & p from ZL Communications,
Cantley, nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. (049370
82fl
DON CASTER & OISTRICT C.B. ACCESSORIES. We
carry one 01 the largest stocks m the area at realistiC
prices e.g. DV27 . £ 10 . Twm Truckers Ears complete·
1:28.50. All equipment guaranteed at ourtwo branches at
WEEKEND D.I.Y. MOTORIST, Unit, Thorne Rd,
Stainforth, off M18 junc 6, Tel Doncaster841629/
841001 & 12·13 Main View Edlington ott A1M
junction A630, Tel. Rotherham 663792. This Maga·
zlne available from both shops. Open Monday·Saturday
9am to 6pm. Stalnlorth s.hop open Sunday lOam to
12.30pm.

HEAT SEALED CLUB CARDS
HAVE YOUR CLUB CARDS SEALED IN
TRANSPARENT PLASTIC, UNBREAKABLE, WATERPROOF, SMART& LONG
LASTING.
15p each {quantity discount available)

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE. AUaccessonesavailable.
MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, Liverton. Telephone
Bickington 333.

Phone
Walton

MOBILE TELECOM SYSTEMS, 5c The Pavement, SI.
Ives. Huntmgdon. (0480) 67252. Try us for all your CB
requirements.

on
Thames

(09322)
20461
ASK FOR CHARLlE

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE. All accessories avail·
able MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE. Livel1on. Phone:
Bickington 333.

RIGS FOR SALE. Full range 01 rigs In slock. 40channel
baSIC to lull base slallon. Fully legal. duty and VAT paid
Telephone 09328 62556 ASk lor Steve. SRU Autos,
229 Chel1sey Road, Addlestone, Surrey.

$WR Meter 1:5.85. DisgUise steel whip With sphlter
rMS264 type). I: 13.99. 40 channel recell/er 1:52. £1 00
postage per Item S.A.E for mall order list 4SURE CB, 7
Pennin9S Avenue, Guildford.

THE HOW ABOUT YA DISCO, 25th ot February at the
Sundown. Charmg Cross Road. oPPosite centre pomt
Tickets £2.00 madvancetrom Delta Electronics, 5902240 or obtamable on the night (buflet & CB stallsl

Wear your Club Name, oryour "Handle". EMBROIDERED BADGES. Any cOlour. scnpt or block lettermg.
any COlour background. 4" x 2". (Ietleflng only. no deSign
work - unless 200 or over). Draw your badge. and post
Immediately 10. G. TAYLOR, 'The Mere', Mill Lane,
Barton-unde,..Needwood, Staffs. Encloseyourcheque
(payable G. Taylor) for £2 Allow 10 days. All badges are
hand embrOidered
THE PRINTERS OF CB RADIO MAGAZINE-Stephens
Press - OFFER YOU a pos1al service for your
personalised Q.S.L. CARDS by mail. Send lor pnce
list/orderlorm STEPHENS PRESS, 10MasonsAvenue
Harrow, Middx.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
10 PENCE PER WORD NO MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM
Your name & address must accompany advertisement
and is not confidential

No. of Inserts

Fee I:

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE OR P.O. TO: CB RADIO
Tudor Works, Beaconsfleld Rd., Hayes, Middx.
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GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COPY?

"TEACH YOURSELF C.B."
(A BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

Don't be a RUBBER-BANDER! Discover the difference between a 'BEAVER' and 'SMOKEY BEAR' or
a 'GRANNY' and a 'FRONT DOOR'.
Learn the colourful. crazy language of C.B. now
... with this educational and entertaining cassette tape.
Learn also the more serious aspect of C.B. Radio. For example ... how to deal with an emergency
situation.
In fact ... everything you need to know, from 'CHOOSING A HANDLE' and 'BREAKING A
CHANNEL' to 'GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'.
Be an 'ACE' in time for legalisation

THEN
join a convoy with confidence!
DIRECT BY MAIL FROM

BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NEI2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331

Speciallnt'-;::;-_
rOducto r
.
0/
Y PTlce

£2.99 + 25

ALSO INCLUDED IS A REFERENCE LIST OF TRADITIONAL TEN CODE,
PHONETIC ALPHABET AND GLOSSARY OF THE MORE POPULAR PHRASES

PP&p

~~I

-

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

